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1. Introduction 
 

Over the past decades, the traditional way of buying and logistics functions evolved in normal 

strategy to run the flow of supply chain system (Schrauf and Berttram, 2016). It was supporting 

the functions of two separate ways that eventually combined into different modern eras and 

strategic approach to operations, materials and logistics management, which is commonly known 

as Supply Chain Management (Tan, 2001). In all industries the transformation of business is 

happens because of the internal and external pressure (Ismail et al, 2017). Companies are 

transformed from traditional to digitalization in supply chain because in traditional process the 

products, customization has been necessary and the current expensive and manually operated 

supply chain has been usable (Richard, 2016).  

 

The traditional supply chain was operated manually and there was a struggle with the information 

flow between internal stakeholders and external stakeholers which reduces both the efficiency and 

responsiveness (Newman,2017). Due to changing business and new opportunities, the companies 

has forced to think about this transformation in the market. This digitalization transformation has 

taken the supply chain to the next level of the market which helps to reduce the manual ordering 

and alignment of the each section within the departments which has reduced the cost of supply and 

order in cash time. During the earlier decades, the logistics functions and traditional purchasing 

have advanced into a broader strategic approach to materials and distribution management (Jain et 

al., 2010). 

 

The lsupply lchain lmanagement lcan lbe lexplained lthe lchain llinking levery lcomponent lof lthe 

lmanufacturing land lsupply lprocess lfrom lraw lmaterials lall lthe lway lto lthe lend luse, lencompassing 

lseveral lorganizational lboundaries l(Scott land lWestbrook, l1991). lSCM lfocus lon lhow lfirms lutilize 

ltheir lprocesses lsuppliers, ltechnology, land lcapability lto lenhance lcompetitive ladvantage land lthe 

lcoordination lof lthe lmanufacturing, llogistics land lmaterials lmanagement lfunctions lwithin lan 

lorganization l(Henderson, 2017). When all strategies integrate value chain and act as single entity, 

the performance will get enhance throughout the system of suppliers. Within value chain, supply 

chain management treats all organization as a visual business entity. It incorporates the activities, 

for example, product design, planning and development, sourcing, manufacturing, assembly, 

transportation, distribution, warehousing and post-delivery client support (Jain et al., 2010). 
 

In many decades the evolution of supply chain has made the mass production manufacturers to 

minimize the production cost of the units they produce to set them as primary strategy, along with 

the small product and process flexibility. After  long  period of transformation, the technology has 

rapidly changing through the landscape of the consumer oriented business in fundamental way 

(Brinch and  Stentoft, 2017). To fulfill the customers, the fundamental performance differences 

are measured between traditional and digital supply chains (Monostori, 2018). Traditional supply 

chains was relying to the mix of electronic & paper based process along with documentation     

(Tan, 2001). On the other hand digital supply chain provides the capability for extensive 
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information availability to ensure superior collaboration and communication across in the digital 

platforms resulting  to be effective reliability, agility and effectiveness (Gunasekaran et al., 2017). 

Each year the innovating thinking of the supply chain managers does the process improvement in 

supply chain. They work on the new process like Material Resource Planning(MRP), Just in 

Time(JIT) to improve the efficiency, cycle time and maintaining the scheduling problem which 

benefits the manufacturers to develop the buyer supplier relationship (Qrunfleh and Tarafdar, 

2014). 
 

The system supply chain has brought the focus on the developing the long term and short term 

objective in order to cover the both internal and external satisfaction to grow in the market (Olson, 

2014). An integrated supply chain includes information between suppliers and coordinating the 

flows of materials, manufacturers and customers (Prajogo and Olhager, 2012). The better 

integration always be the competitive advantage for both supplier and customers. To overcome 

these obstacles various techniques is introduced to create the values over the supply chain process. 

Supply chain process concentrates on the virtual organization positioning in such a way that all 

contributors benefit in the value chain. The two pillars of successful supply chain rests on 

communication and trust (Grieco, 1989).  
 

In the recent years, supply chain management got into the digitalization which runs within the 

software that includes all complete integrated supply chain management activities and electronic 

business component which aids in progression of electronic supply chain management (Rashid et 

al., 2002). Now the potential of digital supply chain lies on the industry 4.0, it is the fourth 

revolution of the industry. The companies orientation is done by bringing digitalization to the 

customer through the e-business, social media, digital marketing, and customer experience 

(Wisner and Tan, 2000). Sharing the data through the ICT tool Electronic Data Interchange (EDI) 

which becomes the vital component for the supply chain. This transformation drives to the smart 

technology of supply chain are two tightly intertwined trend (Scuotto et al., 2017). 

 

Even though the supply chain management got transformed into digitalization there are some 

problems still existing like investing more time and money, being dependent on someone to 

handle, slowing down the speed of the system, hampering the productivity and no security for the 

data  (Rashid et al., 2002). To overcome these issues, ICT tool are introduced and influenced in 

the supply chain, which helps SCM to improve collaboration, workflow and decision making, that 

leads to cost savings, improved operational efficiency and inventory visibility (Nair and 

Anbuudayasankar, 2016). The cloud computing exceeds the localized manual inventory method 

to engage with purchasing sections of local area for being cost effective, efficient and scalable. 

This platform can facilitate agility in different levels of the supply chain. This technological 

changes made the way for any industry to have successful run in communicating to their partners 

at any time through network (Trentesaux et al., 2016). 
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According to Prashant (2014),  the technology has been developed and existing technology can be 

s seen as being in late phase of its maturity level, the red curve (see figure 1). Cloud computing is 

in the overlapping stage, in which we are now in. This stage is about the using the existing 

technology in order to create solution for the business transactions to increase efficiency and 

performance, the green curve in Figure 1. 

 

 
Fig.1 S-curve of emerged cloud computing (Prashant, 2014) 

 

Of course, there might be the alternative to cloud computing like direct integration with each actors 

in the links of supply chain process. However, it would be the complicated in the way the 

information integration comparing to centralization solution. Moreover, the ERP systems are the 

main provider for the information sharing between the business partners. Therefore, the cloud 

integration concept and outcome solutions are highly important for the industry. The interposition 

of cloud integration concept is on the edge of ICT and SCM, and its ability to serve the high 

challenging automobile industry, makes it an interesting subject to investigate. 

 

1.1 Purpose and Research Question 
 

The purpose of the study is to have better understanding of ICT tool integration in cloud and its 

effect on business performance in supply chain. When the business  process get into electronic 

flow of system which be superior on collaboration and reduce the communication gaps with the 

suppliers in result it improves reliability, agility and effectiveness (Milovanovic, 2015). 

 

The term business performance indicates the development of material flow and Information flow 

in the supply chain process. 

 

Based on these considerations two main research Questions are formed as follows: 

 

RQ1: How ICT integration in cloud is influencing the organization to improve the business 

performance in supply chain? 

 

RQ2: What are the challenges occur in SCM through cloud integration? 

The empirical analysis included: 
 

 In depth interview and their historical data 
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1.2 Research layout 

 
Fig2.Research Layout (own) 

 

1.2.1 Literature Review: This section contains the information about the digital supply 

transformation and adaptability of IT in manufacturing sector related to the purpose of the research. 

It introduces the framework for the case study that focuses on the research described on this thesis. 

 

1.2.2 Methodology: In this section, the methodological choices made such as research collection 

and research method are clarified. In addition in all sections of thesis, the justifications are defined. 

 

1.2.3 Findings: This section presents the findings which are gathered by doing the data collection 

through the interviews as primary data and also gathering related documents as secondary data.  

Moreover, the findings are briefly presented below in the section on their chronological order in 

years. 

 

1.2.4 Discussion: In this discussion, the challenges of business process are discussed and the way 

it is overcome by an organization in digital supply chain by integrating the ICT tools in cloud and 

also discussed about how it improves the quality of business process after integrating ERP and 

EDI in cloud.  

 

1.2.5 Conclusion: This section shows the implications of major outcome of the thesis and the 

discussion part that tells the connection with past research, limitations and suggestion for future 

research. 
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2. Theoretical key concepts 

 

This section gives the idea of ICT integration to cloud in supply chain process and it indicates the 

positive impacts on business process how it improves its performance. I have collected major 

disciplines related to purpose of the study that deals with integration of tools in the digital supply 

chain. Therefore, for major understanding purpose I collected more qualitative papers under the 

publication journals of engineering, business administration, operational research and economic 

research papers that are used for analysis. I also collected some papers with empirical data that 

comes under certain topics related to ICT tool, supply chain integration, organization 

performance, relationship building with business partners and so on. The field of study is empirical 

because the papers are collected based on the data that are analyzed and discussed. Then there 

are some theoretical oriented papers under consideration to understand the concepts and to know 

more in detail about the study I do. In order to understand the effectiveness and impact of 

information flow between suppliers and customers manufacturing sectors and services based 

company are considered. Therefore, I worked towards the evolution of modern new technologies 

in supply chain especially for the information flow happens through ICT tools integration and its 

transformation in the business process. For this notion, the topics of IT and its communication 

sharing on extended form Information and Communication technology(ICT) in supply chain and 

its integration about information flow and material flow, then research on Cloud computing and 

its integration how it will improve the current information flow and material flow between business 

partners. Subsequently, the study also researches whether it provides positive development in the 

process by integrating business partners into centralized system in any manufacturing sector. 

 
 

The theoretical concepts below is aimed at providing information that eases the in depth 

understanding of the concept; ICT tool in cloud integration and its significance in the field of 

business management. The passage elaborates on how it evolved and it is used in the business 

process of any manufacturing sector. First, I will discuss briefly about how ICT tools are helping 

in business performance of supply chain and give an important focus about the role played by ICT 

in the supply chain improvement. Main factor to discuss is the information-sharing, if the data is 

not available or inaccurate then it creates wrong analysis which might lead to the fail in meeting 

the goals. Hence, I will discuss about information sharing and the importance of it in the supply 

chain also discussing on its barriers. Now using this information sharing how it helped in the 

transformation of the logistics. Later i will discuss primarily on what is cloud and discuss on its 

integration then discussing on its benefits and also discuss on the issues of trust what are the steps 

that to be taken so that there would be no blame game scenario in the end. And later discuss how 

these tools are helping the business process in the whole with some challenges that have to be 

solved for the successful delivery of the purpose of the research. 
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It all started with the transformation of digital supply chain into what it is now gives an idea of 

how the business process is running in the organization and it builds the relationships with the 

partners. This surfaces the whole supply chain management activities which are incorporated into 

the strategic planning and how it is executed in the organization. After the transformation of digital 

supply chain, the business process started running in the enterprise resource planning (ERP) 

system which is an ICT tool, where all the departments are linked to this system and the 

interdepartmental communication is facilitated through this single linked in system. This has given 

the good platform to improve the business in the market compare to traditional supply chain, so 

this process is been the key performer for improving value of the total supply chain. This ERP 

system has given the hope for the suppliers to do the continuous business with any manufacturers. 

The process flows become standard and transparent in the market that has proven the best practice 

process in the supply chain. It improves in connecting people, process, and data via devices. 

Information and communication technology connecting the system and it makes the SCM effective 

integrating on demand planning, forecasting, and order processing etc. acts as the advancement of 

innovation. This technology drives the process over the difficulties of ERP and help us to think 

wide in the development of the information technology and infrastructure of the organization 

(Biagi and Falk, 2017). 

 

Cloud is used for the storage and also this cloud has many services models which can be used 

accordingly to development of the platform in order to be more effective in the business process 

which is discussed in further in the thesis for the more understanding (Cegielski, Hazen and Hall, 

2013). lThe luse lof lcloud ltechnology lenables lmultiple lplatforms lto lwork lwith lone lanother lthrough la 

lseries lof lstandardized lprotocols (Korpela, Hallikas, and Dahlberg, 2017). lTherefore, lthe lpreviously 

lexisting ldigital lboundaries lbetween lrapid lcommunication land lorder lfulfillment lbecome lnonexistent 

l(Nair l land lshankar, l2009). But it is a must to have a tap on future technology and up gradation cost, 

so in the end we can achieve a product which has low manufacturing cost but a very high-quality 

standard with faster completion which enables in overall customer satisfaction (Tseng, Wu and 

Nguyen, 2011). Furthermore, a brief gist on ICT tools will help understand the necessity and scope 

for adhering to the idea of the thesis. Cutting-edge ICT tools aid drive enable smoothen, expedite 

enterprise transactions and operations. It is stated that through ICT adoption and deployment in 

various supply chain processes becomes the competitive advantage for any company  (Wisner and 

Tan, 2000). 

 

Deployment of different ICT tools with the applications like business analytics, cloud computing 

and inventory management planning system help the processes to have better result visibility, 

resilience, adaptability, adaptability and decision-making for enterprises. The discipline of supply 

chain management is faced with complex and organizational changes and problems in real time 

(Ismail et al., 2017). This is mainly in real time when there are many stakeholders (internal and 

external) and suppliers who are autonomous or semi-autonomous and  are unable to predict 

interactions between these actors with the added complexity (Smith et al., 2008). Adoption and 
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implementation transformas supply cain throughout the supply chain from physical processes such 

as inventory warehouse or shipping to information based processes (Yan et al., 2014). Therefore, 

it is important to discuss about the current reason of IT application in supply chain, information 

sharing, cloud computing and what happens if we integrate it with cloud and look at the long-term 

integration. 

 

2.1 Information technology in supply chain 
 

In supply chain, IT is crucial because it provides base for the supply chain managers to make 

critical decisions. This technology consists the related tools that are used to gain awareness of 

analysis in the information received and plans to execute are being the raising bars for the supply 

chain process performance (Lambert and Cooper, 2000; Zhang et al., 2011).  It is the state that the 

information is a key to supply chain driver because it acts as a link that allows all drivers to work 

together to create an integration and to be well organized in supply chain. Now with all the gathered 

information managers will understand how information is collected and analyzed (Prajogo and 

Olhager, 2012). This is where IT comes into play as IT consists of the hardware, software and 

individuals who gather, evaluate and act on it throughout the supply chain. This can not be done 

without IT and the wide ranging communication resources it offers for the company. The author 

has focused in the weakness of the integration between numerous systems and solid information 

can at times. But what does it cost? Well, almost every aspect of  your business can be affected, 

without full, accurate, real-time visibility, almost every area of your business can be affected, from 

product design and production costs to reliability, compliance and customer satisfaction and hence 

it is a must to apply proper IT technologies in the supply chain (Jayashankar and Sridhar, 2003).  
 

Flexible lInformation lTechnology l(IT) lcan lsimultaneously ldeliver lrapid lresults land lsupport 

lsustainable lgrowth lin lan lincreasingly ldynamic lmarket lenvironment, lwhile linflexible lIT lcould lhave 

ldetrimental leffects lon lorganizational lperformance lfor linstance, lfreezing lthe lorganization linto 

lpatterns lof lbehavior land loperations lthat lresolutely lresist lchange l(Yan et al., 2014). The concept lof 

lIT lflexibility lis lnot lnew. lIt lis loften lperceived las lan lantecedent lto lone ltype lof lorganizational lor lsupply 

lchain lcapability, lsuch las lfirm lagility, lsupply lchain lagility, lsupply lchain lresponsiveness lor linter-firm 

lstrategic lalliance l(Gunasekaran let lal., l2017). The extended form of IT is nothing but Information 

and communication technology systems used for supply chain management needs is relevant to 

our study as the cloud integration concept is supposed to be implemented into the SC of 

manufacturing industry with the help of advanced IT. In this IT communication is added for using 

the communicative software. In the below section we are going to discuss the main concepts which 

deals with the supply chain business process. In other way this section also explores the 

involvement of ICT tool in SCM and however, various enterprise applications which support 

supply chain operations will be considered and use of the cloud among them will be discussed 
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2.1.1 The role lof linformation technology in extended form information and 

communication ltechnology (ICT) in  supply chainhain 
 

The ramifications of ICT in terms of supply chain integration, it is important to consider that the 

supply chain also includes a broad range of different types of ICT tools (Zhang et al., 2011). In an 

internal integration perspective, ERP systems are often recognized as essential ICT for supporting 

the internal information sharing between two or more departments in an organization. In an 

external integration, IOIS is an automated information system shared by two or more companies, 

can be used  in an external information prospective to support information sharing with customers 

and suppliers (Kollberg and Dreyer, 2006). The IOIS concept definition can be regarded as an 

umbrella term for a  collection of technologies that enables the sharing information across 

organizationa boundaries such as email, electronics data exchange (EDI), XML, Electronic data 

access (EDA) and the internet (Mattsson, 2002; Nair et al, 2009). To focus briefly some of them 

are ERP and EDI which plays vital role in information sharing and material flow between business 

partners it is the study focus on below concepts:  
 

2.1.1.1 Enterprise resource planning (ERP) process 
 

ERP is utilized for internal management of supply chain. The plan of ERP is to coordinate all the 

business procedure in the organization and to utilize this incorporation for the performance 

improve in relations to clients and suppliers (Arica and Powell, 2014). ERP is set software modules 

enabling an organization to automate transactions included in the organization business processes 

(Ageshin, 2001). It empowers the more prominent data integration, utilization of available 

database and consolidation of different incompatible systems (Milovanovic,2015). It is the 

Business Management system made of collective modules which is linked to complete supply 

chain management activities like marketing, finance, manufacturing and logistics (Majeed and 

Rupasinghe, 2017). It is the database which has complete control of the company's business in the 

market including data related customers, suppliers, employees and finance (Apiyo, 2014) 

The implementation of the ERP helps to extend the enterprise business model that enhances value 

across the total supply chain. It helps to gain the supplier schedule which helps the buyer to plan 

the production and delivery schedule (Das and Mallik, 2017; Chung et al., 2011). At the same time 

even, supplier can also use the buyer’s real time store levels and production schedules. ERP helps 

to share the data related to performance metrics such as lead times, quality specifications, return 

status etc (Sabitha et al., 2016). In order to come out of the obstacles faced by firms in  traditional 

supply chain, ERP has given the good platform to improve the business in the market by giving 

the new ERP software expansions like Advance planning and scheduling (APS), demand planning 

and revenue management (DPRM), customer relationship management (CRM), SCM and so forth 

(Kelle and Akbulut, 2005). 

The development advance technology helps to maintain the relationship of suppliers consistently 

with enterprise. This consistent helps to measure the performance and also monitors their partners’ 
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performance (Ince et al., 2013). In SCM point of view, some suppliers started using the ERP 

(eg.SAP in oil and gas and Baan in Aerospace) and started their implementation of ERP system as 

they believe it always results high in the growth of organizations performance in several ways 

which improves the information flow across sub units, standardization, it integrates the better 

coordination. This also reduces maintenance cost and increase the ability to deploy veteran 

functionality (Das and Mallik, 2017; Chung et al., 2011). As the result with all this integration, it 

helps the organization to move from inefficient level of business to accepted level in practice 

process. This helps in the standardizing the business processes and data models across entire 

sectors. ERP systems is set to be the best practice for the improvement of the SCM. 

2.1.1.2 Electronic data interchange (EDI) process 
 

EDI is nothing, but it is the process which is taken within the computer to computer and it is also 

said to be the exchange of any business documents is send in standard electronic format between 

business partner (Koperberg, 2007; Trentesaux et al., 2016). It replaces the postal mail, fax and 

email. Since the email is also the electronic approach, where you find more amount of people 

getting involved in processing the document. This may also lead to slow down the document 

process and creates errors where EDI ldocuments lcan lflow lstraight lthrough lto lthe lappropriate 

lapplication lon lthe lreceiver’s lcomputer land lprocessing lcan lbegin limmediately (EDI Basics, 2018). 

The process is highly effective in the reducing the paper, requires no human participation, saving 

the business by countless investments through the elimination of repetitive cost. EDI not only 

saving money it also saves the environment footprints (Rajaraman, 2001). 

 

The implementation of the EDI in the organization which makes the business process successful 

by coordinating the activities in supply chain and improves the performance in efficiency and 

productivity. In supply chain management EDI becomes the fundamental part on business focus 

with the electronic exchange of business exchanges including purchase orders, shipment 

authorizations &acknowledgements and Invoices for the payments etc. There are standard 

document format which is needed in the global business to proceed without any complications in 

the market along with a trading partner (Trentesaux et al., 2016). 

Overall effects of ICT in the supply chain process are often expressed in company performance 

such as efficiency and effectiveness and Stump. However, there are also many effects identified 

from the usage of  ICT tools perspective that are related to the relationships in the supply chain 

(Das and Mallik, 2017). ICT consequences related to the overall quality and environment of the 

partnership, including confidence and engagement are often found in supply chain. In addition, 

ICT is generates positive impact on both internal and external collaboration, and external 

collaboration is a further driver of internal collaboration (Nair and Anbuudayasankar, 2016; 

Schrauf and Berttram, 2016). lICT lis lalso lexpected lto lcontribute lto limproved lcommunications 

lpatterns, lan lincreased ldemand lfor lcoordination lof ljoint lactivities land lnew lorganizational land 

lsocietal lstructures lthrough lits lability lto lstore, ltransmit land lprocess linformation land lspeed lup 
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linterorganizational lactivities.  In the supply chain system there is a large amount of reserach 

dealing with ICT impact which leads to important insights into the different types of effects in the 

ICT and the interdependencies of influencing factors (Nurul and Bhuiyan, 2013).Based on a review 

of literature within supply chain integration and the impact of ICT a research model is developed. 

The aim is to provide further insights to the complex relation between ICT and technology 

integration of supply chain. This can also be the starting point for empirical investigations in the 

field, defining the scope or be used as theoretical framework (Gunasekaran and Ngai, 2004). 

Furthermore, it proposes a set of areas that is considered to be relevant when it is exploring ICT 

impact on integration in supply chain. From a research perspective the theroretical fremwork 

provides an overview of some areas that need to be taken into account when studying the 

phenomenon. Furthermore, the model can be used by practitioners seeking understanding how ICT 

affects individual firms in corporate the certain supply chain. 

2.2 lInformation lsharing l(IS) 

iManufacturing lsector lplans lan lessential lrole lto lenhance leconomic ldevelopment. lTo lsurvive lin 

ltoday’s lglobal leconomy, lmanufacturers lneed lto ldefinitely lrethink ltheir lapproach lto lcooperation 

land lhence lshould lprovide lways lto lshare lup-to-date linformation lwithin lthe lenterprises l(Chung let 

lal., l2011). lHowever, lproviding lthe lsoftware land lhardware lalone lis lnot lsufficient. lThe lmembers 

lshould lhave lthe lwillingness lto lparticipate lin linformation lsharing lactivities. lNowadays, lenterprises 

ldo lnot loperate lalone; lthey lhave lnow lbeen lnetworked lto lmany lother lpartners l(Jeanmonod let lal, 

l2018). lInformation lsharing lmeans ldistributing luseful linformation lfor lsystems, lpeople lor 

lorganizational lunits l(Evangelista, l2002). lTo lenhance lthe lresults lof linformation lsharing, 

lorganizations lshould lanswer lfour lmain lquestions: 

 

iFirst, lwe lask lwhat lto lshare, lthen lwhom lto lshare lit lwith, lthen lhow lto lshare, land lfinally lwhen lto 

lshare. lThe lquality lof lanswers lwill lhelp lto lavoid lredundancy, lreduce lsharing lcosts land limprove 

lresponses. lThe lterm l‘Information lSharing’ lcan lalso lbe lreferred lto las l‘Knowledge lSharing’ lor 

l‘Information lIntegration’. lThere lexists la lmyriad lof linformation lin la lsupply lchain, lsuch las, llogistic, 

lbusiness, lstrategic, ltactical land lmany lmore l(Wong land lSloan, l2004b). lThe limpact lof linformation 

lsharing lon lsupply lchains lhas lbecome lmore lsignificant lwith lrecent ladvances lin lInformation 

lTechnology l(IT). l 

 

iFurthermore, lsome linvestigations lhave lbeen lconducted lto lfocus lon lthe limpact lof linformation 

lsharing lon lproduct lquality l(J. lChen land lMa, l2011). lHowever, lthere lis lstill lroom lfor lfurther lstudies 

lto lclarify lexactly lhow land lwhat linformation lshould lbe lshared land lthe lbeneficial leffects lon lquality 

limprovement. lCoordination land lintegration lin lsupply lchain lmanagement l(SCM) lhave llong lbeen 

lthe lconcerns lof lthe lacademic lcommunity las lwell las lthe lbusiness lworld. lTo lsurvive lin ltoday’s 

leconomy, lsupply lchain lpartners lneed lto limprove ltheir lcompetitive ladvantages lby linformation 

lsharing l(Mell land lGrance, l2011). lWith ladvances lin linformation ltechnology, ldifferent lnetwork 

lstructures lcan lbe lmodeled lto lmake lthe lcoordination lwithin lsupply lchain lpartners leven lcloser. lThis 
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lpartnership land lcoordination llead lto la lmore lbeneficial land lprofitable lsupply lchain l(Griffith, l2016). 

lInformation lflows lwill lincrease, lthe luncertainty lmay lbe lreduced land lthe lultimate lcustomers lwill 

lreceive lhigher lquality lproducts lwith llesser lcosts lin la lshorter lperiod. lIn lthe lframework lrepresented 

lthe ltypes lof linformation lto lbe lshared lare lpurchases land lsales, linventory lstatus, lproduct 

ldevelopment, lsales land lforecasting, lmarket ldevelopment, lfuture lplan, lproduction lcost, ltechnology 

lknow-how land lorder ltracking l(Tan, l2001).This lknowledge lis lclassified las lexplicit land ltacit. 

lExplicit lknowledge lis, las lthe lname lsuggests, laffable lknowledge. lIt lcan lbe lput linto lnumbers, lwords, 

lcharts land lformulas. lTacit lknowledge lis lineffable lknowledge. lIt lis lknowledge lbased lon lexperience 

land lhence lcan lbe lreally lsubjective land lindescribable l(Hill, lZhang land lScudder, l2009). lAs lit lmay 

lbe limplied, lexplicit lknowledge lmore lpalpable land leasier lto lshare land lexpress linformation lsharing 

las lthe lheart lof lsupply lchain lcollaboration. lThis lmeans lthat lmore lattention lneeds lto lbe lgiven lto 

linformation lsharing l(Kohli land lJensen, l2010). lA lbond lmade lbetween ltwo lindependent lmembers lin 

lsupply lchannels lis lcalled la lsupply lchain lpartnership. lIt lis lformed lby lincreasing lthe llevels lof 

linformation lsharing lto llower lthe ltotal lcosts land linventories l(Ye land lWang, l2013). 

 

2.2.1 Types lof lshared linformation lin lsupply lchain 
 

There lare lmany ldifferent ltypes lof linformation lthat lcan lbe lshared lwithin la lsupply lchain, lincluding 

llogistics, lbusiness, lstrategic, ltactical land lso lon. lSome lfamiliar ltypes lof lInformation lmay lbe 

lcategorized las l(Koçoǧlu let lal., l2011) 

 

Inventory linformation: lPartners llike lto lshare lInventory lInformation lthe lmost. lSharing lthis lavoids 

lgoing lout lof lstock land lstock lrepetition. lIt lalso lreduces lthe ltotal lstock llevel land lstock lcost lallowing 

lmore laccurate lforecasts land ldecisions lto lbe lmade l(Hill let lal., l2009) 

 

Sales ldata: lSales ldata lsharing lcan leliminate lorder lblow-ups 

 

Sales lforecasting: lIt lrepresents ltrue lcustomer ldemand, land ldecrease lthe lloss lcaused lby lshortage lor 

lexcess lof linnovative lproducts. lMembers lin la lsupply lchain lmake lforecasts lindependently. lBy 

lsharing lsales lforecasts lbetter lpredictions lare lmade lwhich lmay lenhance lthe lcompetitive ladvantages 

lof lthe lsupply lchain l(Rajaraman, l2001). 

 

Order linformation: lSharing lorder linformation lwould llead lto la lquick ldetermination lof lthe 

lbottleneck lin la lsupply lchain, lenhancing lthe lquality lof lcustomer lservices. 

 

Product lability linformation: lThe lflow lof lproduct lability linformation lmay lassist lthe ldeceleration 

of lthe lpossible lshortage lgaming lbehavior land lavoid lpotential lcauses lof lthe lbullwhip leffect 

l(Simmons, 2007). 
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Exploitation linformation lof lnew lproducts: lInformation labout lnew lproducts lcan lbe lshared lto 

lallow lreceiving la ltimely lsupply lof lgoods lfrom lsuppliers lwhen lthe lmanufacturers lobtain lthe lreal 

ldemand lfrom lretailers. 

 

Other linformation: lThere lalso lexist lother ltypes lof linformation lsuch las lquality linformation, lstatus 

lmessages lon lfreightage ltechnique lprogress linformation, lfunction lparameters lof lsupply lchain, lplan, 

letc. 

 

2.2.2 Benefits lof linformation lsharing lin lsupply lchain 
 

iMany lresearchers lhave lbeen lconducted lto ldetermine lthe ladvantages lof linformation lsharing lin 

lfirms land lorganizational lunits. lSharing lInformation lamong lsupply lchain lmembers lmay lbring la 

lnumber lof lbenefits lto lindustries l(Yan et al., 2014). lAmong lthese lbenefits, ldemonstrates lthe 

lpotential ladvantages lof linformation lsharing lfor lthe lmanufacturers lin ltwo lways, leither lexpected 

lcost lreduction lor linventory lreduction. lAccording lto lthe lresearch linformation lsharing lis lused 

lefficiently, lthe lmanufacturers lare lable lto lreduce lthe linventory lcosts lby l5 lto l35 lpresents lwhen lthe 

lservice llevel lmay lbe lmaintained lor lincreased lto lthe lretailers l(Simmons, 2007). l 

 

When ladditional linformation lbecomes lavailable lwithin la lsupply lchain, lpartners lmay lbenefit lfrom 

lthis limproved lvisibility lto lalter lexisting lplans lor lformulate lfuture loperations. lFor linstance, lsharing 

ldemand linformation lenables leach lof lthe lsupply lchain lmembers lto lmake laccurate lpredictions lbased 

lon lreal ldemand l(Scuotto et al., 2017).In la lsupply lchain, lmembers lmay lattain lperfect linformation 

labout lthem, lbut lmight lnot lhave lsuch lperfect linformation labout lthe lother lmembers. lUncertainties 

lmay larise las la lresult lof lthis llack lof linformation labout lother lmember l(Tarantilis, l2008). lIf lthe 

lmembers lhave lthe lability land lwillingness lto lshare linformation lwith lother lmembers, luncertainties 

lcan lbe lsignificantly lreduced. lThe lbullwhip leffect lmay lbe lcaused lby lthe llack lof linformation 

lsymmetry lin ldecentralized lsystems. lThe lflow lof linformation lwithin lsupply lchain lmembers lleading 

lto la lcentralized lsystem lwith lmuch lless luncertainties lmay lsignificantly lreduce lor leven leliminate lthe 

lnegative limpact lof lthe lbullwhip leffect l(Themistocleous let lal., l2004). lMourtz lis ldetermined lthe 

ladvantages lof lthe lmanufacturing lnetwork lfor lSMEs lin lfour limportant litems l(Gunasekaran land 

lNgai, l2004; lNarasimhan let lal., l2003) 

 

 Efficient linventory lmanagement lthrough limproved lcommunication. 

 Cost lreduction lin lorders lmanagement lthrough lefficient lcommunication. 

 Increased lproductivity land lprofit lthrough lmore lefficient lcompletion lof lorders. 

 Improved lresource lutilization lthrough lbetter lmanagement lof lthe lwork lallocation. 

 

By linformation lsharing lbetween ldistinct lparties lwithin lthe llogistics lnetwork, lor lsupply lchain 

lmanagement lbusiness lpartnerships lcan lbe lcreated. lInformation lsharing lwithin la lsupply lchain 

lcauses la lgreat limprovement lin lthe lbusiness lconnections. lAccording lto lauthor, lthe lshared 
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linformation lbuilds land lstrengthens lrelationships land lsocial lties lamong lthe linformation lreceivers 

land lgivers l(Tarantilis, 2008). Organizational lefficiency land lperformance lare la lcouple lof lother 

ladvantages lof linformation lsharing. 
 

2.2.3 lBarriers lto linformation lsharing lin lsupply lchain 
 

Sharing lInformation lwithin la lsupply lchain lmay lencounter lcertain lchallenges. lAmong lthese 

lbarriers lare lconfidentiality lof lthe linformation lshared, lincentive lissues, lreliability land lcost lof 

linformation ltechnology, lanti-trust lregulations, lthe ltimeless land laccuracy lof lthe lshared 

linformation, land lfinally lthe ldevelopment lof lcapabilities lthat lallow lcompanies lto lutilize lthe lshared 

linformation lin lan leffective lway l(Jayashankar land lSridhar, l2003). lOne lof lthe lmain lbarriers lof 

linterpersonal linformation lsharing lmay lbe lconcerns labout linformation lprivacy l(Narasimhan et al., 

2003). l 

 

 A ltrusted lnetwork lshould lbe lcreated lfor lindividuals lto lshare linformation. lOrganization 

lmembers lmay llack ltrust lin leach lother lwhich lmay limpede linformation lsharing. 

 Learning lto luse lIT lsystems lfor lindividuals lin la lsupply lchain lis lproven lto ltake lboth ltime land 

lenergy. l 

 Making luse lof luser-friendly lIT lapplications lmay limprove linformation lsharing. l 

 An linefficient land lnon-user-friendly lsystem lwould lhave la lnegative limpact lon linformation 

lsharing lcausing lless linformation land lknowledge lto lbe lshared 

Now llet's lfocus lon lnew land ladvanced ltechnology land lhow lit lhelps lin lreducing lthe lrepetitive ltasks  

performance land lfaster lanalyses lin lthe lSCM l(Milovanovic, 2015). 

 

2.2.4 lHow lICT land llogistics lprocess lintegrated lin lsupply lchain lusing 

linformation lsharing l(IS) ltechnology 
 

The lmanagement lprocess lwhich lintegrates lthe lmovement lof lgoods, lservices, linformation, land 

lcapital, lright lfrom lthe lsourcing lof lraw lmaterial, ltill lit lreaches lits lend lconsumer l(Prashant, 2014). 

lThe lobjective lbehind lthis lprocess lis lto lprovide lthe lright lproduct lwith lthe lright lquality lat lthe lright 

ltime lin lthe lright lplace lat lthe lright lprice lto lthe lultimate lcustomer l(Yusuf let lal, l2004).Logistics 

lcompanies lstore, ltransport land ldistribute lsupplies land lwork-in-progress lwithin lthe lsupply lchain 

land ldistribute lfinished lproducts lto lcustomers lor lintermediaries. lIntegrating lsupply lchain land 

llogistics loperations limproves lefficiency land lreduces lcosts, lincreasing lthe lmanufacturer’s 

lcompetitive ladvantage. lThey lcan lhelp lthe lautomation lof lrefreshing lall lthe lnecessary litems lwith 

lproper ltime land lcost lanalysis l(Prajogo land lOlhager, l2012; lThemistocleous let lal., l2004). 

 

Historically, lthe llogistics lservices lindustry lhas lbeen lone lof lthe llargest linvestors lin lICT l(Zhang et 

al., 2011). lStudies lconducted lby l(Jeanmonod let lal., l2018; lMamun, l2008; lSaroha land lYadav, l2013; 

lYe l& lWang, l2013) ldemonstrate lthat lICT lis la lcritical land ldetermining lfactor lof lLSP lperformance 

land lcompetitiveness land lexplain lthat lthe lLSPs lwith lthe lbest lcombination lof lperformance land 
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lefficiency lare lthose lthat ldeploy lthe lmost ladvanced lICT, lwhich ldirectly laffects lactivity 

lsynchronization land lsupply lchain lcoordination. lOther lbenefits lof lusing lICT lin lLSP loperations 

lwhich lhave lbeen lidentified lin lthe lliterature linclude lgreater lorder lprocessing lflexibility, lincreased 

lproductivity, lgreater lflexibility lin lservice lofferings, lservice llevel lincreases, lbetter lresource 

lmanagement land luse, lminimization lof lerrors land lproblems lin ldaily loperations, llead-time 

lreduction, land lreductions lin ladministration, lraw lmaterial, linventory, land ltransactional lcosts. 

 

Logistics lservice loutsourcing lvaries ldepending lon lthe lscope lof lthe loutsourced lservices land lthe 

ltype lof lrelationship lbetween lthe lcontractor land lthe lLSP. lInformation land lcommunication 

ltechnology l(ICT) lplays la lcritical lrole lin lsupporting llogistics lservices loutsourcing larrangements. 

lDespite lthe lliterature lhighlighting lthe lbenefits lof lICT lusage lby llogistics lservice lproviders l(LSPs), 

la lgap lbetween lwhat lis lexpected lof lICT land lsatisfaction lwith lLSP lperformance lhas lpersisted l(Tan, 

2001). lHiring lspecialized lLSPs lcan lbe la ldifferentiation lstrategy lin la lhighly lcompetitive lmarket 

laccess lto lmodern lICT land lsupply lchain lmanagement ltools lis lone lof lthe lmain lgoals lof loutsourcing 

lin lsuch la lcontext. lLikewise, lLSPs loffer lICT lintegrated lsolutions lwith lgreater ladded lvalue, laimed 

lespecially lat lsupply lchain lintegration land linformation lflow lmanagement l(Zhao let lal., l2015). iTo 

lassess lthe lbehavioral laspect lof lICT lusage, lAccording lto lauthor, lproposed lthe lunified ltheory lof 

lacceptance lof luse lof ltechnology l(UTAUT) l(Van lWart let lal., l2017). lThis ltheory lallows lthe 

levaluation lof lfour lconstructs lassociated lwith luser lacceptance lof land lbehavior ltowards lICT: 

 

 Performance lexpectancy: lrelated lto lan lindividual’s lbelief lthat lthe lnew ltechnology lwill 

lcontribute lto lachieving lperformance lgains lin lhis lwork. 

 Effort lexpectancy: lrepresented lby lthe ldegree lof lease lassociated lwith lthe lICT lusage; 

 Social linfluence: lindicating lthe ldegree lto lwhich lan lindividual lperceives lthat limportant 

lpeople lbelieve lthat lhe/she lshould luse lthe ltechnology land 

 Facilitating lconditions: lrelated lto lthe lperception lthat lthe lnecessary ltechnical 

linfrastructure land lorganizational lsupport lis lavailable lfor lthe ltechnology ldeployment 

 

There lhas lbeen llittle leffort lto lincorporate lICT ltheoretical lframeworks linto lthe lliterature lon llogistics 

land lsupply lchains l(Scott land lWestbrook, l1991). lThe lAuthor lconfirmed lthis lassertion lthrough la 

lliterature lreview lmuch lis lknown labout lthe lpotential lof lICT lfor lLSPs, lbut llittle lattention lhas lbeen 

lpaid lto lother lissues, lsuch las ltechnology lselection land limplementation l(Evangelista, 2002). lUnlike 

lin lAsia land lNorth lAmerica, lICT land lLSP lstudies lin lBrazil lare llimited, ldespite lthe lgrowth lof 

lBrazil’s llogistics lindustry lin lrecent lyears. lA lsimilar lobservation lwas lmade land lprocessed 

lregarding lthe ladoption lof llogistics lISs l(Pradabwong, lPawar land lTannock, l2015) 

 

2.3. Cloud and its integration 
 

The cloud is otherwise known as cloud computing it gives the computing power and gives storage 

option away from the organization. This cloud is stable and it has more capabilities which serves 
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the organizations better service to the external customers using the Internet Technologies (Thames 

and Schaefer, 2016). The cloud function is to provide access such as services, applications, 

storages etc. In addition, its function is also to share information through these servers between 

different systems and computers through these servers. The cloud model has five qualities: on-

demand self-service, the broad network access, resource pooling, fast flexibility and measurement. 

There are three main service model for the cloud they are Software as an service (Saas) is the place 

application condition is given, Platform as an service (Paas) is where application development 

platform is provided & Infrastructure as a service (Iaas) is where storage operating system is 

provided (Griffith, 2016).  

For the service level operations, cloud is recommended as one of the best practices which could 

take place in the supply chain flow process (Scott & Westbrook, 1991). They consist of three types 

of cloud computing they are private, public and hybrid clouds. In this cloud chain concept supply 

chain plays a role of innovative practice that generates a new field of study. This is mainly used 

for transferring the related information and funds (Hill et al., 2009). The challenges and the benefits 

are always going to be existing unless the managers understand the cloud computing well to handle 

it in future. The implement of cloud computing will always benefits more than the investment laid 

for it (Yan et al., 2014). Therefore, organizations have chosen the main aspects of supply chain 

where exactly this cloud computing must be implemented through their effective decisions. This 

decisions will be mainly focused on the business process which deals with forecasting, planning, 

sourcing and procurement, logistics where this platform helps the cloud computing to be more 

effective (Wang et al., 2017). 

In this study the cloud is taking more responsibility in Infrastructure as a service where this deals 

with storage location of the data. Self service is on demand refers to a customer who enters a cloud 

service, such as storage without humand intervention with the service providers (Leger, 2018). 

The second characteristic, expansive system get to, implies that the service is available over the 

network and got to through several different stages like mobile phones, laptops, tablets etc (Henzel 

and Herzwurm, 2018). The third characteristics of resource poling refers to the customers reaching 

the cloud service through a network from any location. The fourth characteristic, strong elasticity 

implies that at time and in any quantity the products can be accessed. The last function, calculated 

system refers to the cloud sevices being evaluated automatically and the results being visible to 

both ths customers and suppliers (Mell and Grance, 2011). So let's focus now on cloud computing 

integration. 

2.3.1 Cloud computing integration 
 

Cloud computing allows a company to be easily followed throughout lifecycle. Cloud based supply 

chain management will significantly slow the commodity delayed, as it can pinpoint a package at 

any stage of transport makes it possible to track a product closely throughout its lifecycle. (Mason 

and Lalwani, 2006). And if you need to redirect a misdirected delivery, it allows you to make quick 
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decision so communicate effectively (Thames and Schaefer, 2016). Traditional supply chain 

management systems are much more transactional and are unable to provide reliable time period 

and 360 degree monitoring tools for cloud. 

 

2.3.2 Cloud integration advantages 
 

Although switiching from traditional management systems to cloud systems may be difficult, this 

does not outweigh the many advantages of cloud-based management, including below (Akdil et 

al., 2018; Dougados and Felgendreher, 2016; Nair and Anbuudayasankar, 2016): 

 

 Scalability: As business wishes to change, your current IT infrastructure will adapt because 

company wants to change and create the money needed to fulfill those wishes. You will scale 

up cloud services while you do not need to overhaul a whole network. Even if the enterprise 

is expanding rapidly the off-site computing power of a cloud provider suits your needs (Chung 

et al., 2011). 

 

 Immediacy: It takes several months to implement new software within existing IT systems, 

but you can contact one of the many cloud supply chain management software prociders and 

expect a new service to be up and running with a week or two.  

 

 Cost containment: Measureability does not come with the heavy price tag often associated 

with changes in the IT system as result of resource demand and immediate. IT departments 

have to do much less and devote only about 11% of their budgets for new applications on 

average. An infatuated off side IT group is tanding by with cloud based management to limit 

time from technological malfunctions. 

 

 Efficiency: There are no more taxes on administration of internal resources knowledge by 

switching to cloud computing to shift team members from system management to current 

demands such as research and product development. Expect product innovations and 

improvements to come faster and without hiring more employees (Qrunfleh and Tarafdar, 

2014). 

 

 Accessibility: There are drawbacks of physical systems. To order to access data, workers also 

have to be on location. For cloud computing, the reverse is true. In few minutes, all of them 

can access all the requisite files from drivers to account manager on the virtually any phone, 

making business from anywhere much easier. 

 

 On boarding: Also, problems come from supply chain during the embarking process for new 

trading partners, with less than 30% of trading partners closing a question with free 

experience. This should not be suprising for months additional information can be integrated 
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into internal IT systems. Cloud based services allow access to new information much simpler 

making embedding processes more efficient. 

 

 Flexibility: In the supply chain, cloud based services will bind everybody, offering a more 

strategic approach to inventory deployment. Cloud will allow you to monitor network of 

distribution and prioritize alow moving pakages You can also automate actions and lot easily 

combine moves (Thames and Schaefer, 2016) 

 

 Optimization: Cloud-based service providers customize solutions to your business, enabling 

you to accelerate their platform integration and acceptance across all areas of your company. 

Nonetheless, 46% of the supply chain executives surveyed said that improved collaboration 

resulted in challenges being solved twice as quickly (Akdil et al., 2018). This will help 

optimize product development, market expansion and distribution times, while reducing 

overall costs by optimizing the business model. 

 

The bottom line is that everyone should be able to communicate and exchange data with a business 

network to satisfy ever-increasing demands of consumers. Cloud computing is only one piece, but 

it is key piece (Akdil et al., 2018). Through pushing IT systems beyond the four walls, it offers 

highly efficient access to the information required to get the order to their destination at the 

scheduled times.In order to promote the adoption of cloud computing it is important to clrify the 

reasons that explain the adoption and to make a clear study of whether different industries have 

the same drivers fro adopting cloud computing (Prashant, 2014). Nonetheless, in combination with 

the potential benefits of cloud computing there may be riskes that impede usefulness. One problem 

is the consideration of failure downtime that will differ by vendor and may occur when database 

maintenance is performed or unexpected failures occur. Another issue is the reliability and 

efficiency of the application of cloud computing implementation can be a barrier to cloud 

computing adoption (Griffith, 2016). Although the companies have had the experience in software 

techonolgy to handle their own supply chains for years owners now have faster and more efficient 

access to their supply chains (Prajogo and Olhager, 2012). When switching to cloud from a 

centralized supply chain management service model all company ages will benefit immediately. 

Finally free from routine and cognitive activities where owners and workers can finally concentrate 

on increasing profits and then enjoy the peace of mind about the operation of their supply chains 

(J. Chen and Ma, 2011). Since I discussed what is cloud and it’s integrated currently let’s discuss 

about business method integration on a whole in logistics process where both material and 

informational flow takes place. 

 

2.3.3 How cloud integration help to build long-term relationship? 

 

Cloud computing has become an increasingly important trend over the last decade (Nair and 

Anbuudayasankar, 2016). It was ranked second in managers critical issues related to information 

technology. The global cloud computing market is expected to grow to $241 billion by 2020 and 
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is considered a major drive from IT business alignment, combining the advantages of IT efficiency 

and business agility (Grieco, 1989). Cloud computing can offer numerous benefits, including 

economics of scale, on demand resource supply and pay as you go billing model. With the advent 

of e-commerce, trust has assumed an increasingly important role (Wong, Boon and Wong, 2011). 

Recent studies have developed definitions and a consistent collection of measuring instrument and 

empirically validated confidence-building models based on e-commerce concepts. Various forms 

of trust have been identified throughout the transactional relationship namely initial trust in 

establishing relationship (Prajogo and Olhager, 2012).  First impression refers to trust in an 

unfamiliar relation. The relationship in which the actors do not have credible, meaningful 

information about or effective bonds with each other. However, in the long term relationship faith 

plays a vital role. Another basis for going confidence is a form of trust defined by ongoing trust 

formed by calculation based trust rather than by establishing interpretation or intial impression 

evidence based trust, as ongoing trust graws overtime with the accumulation of trust ralted 

information arising from experience with the other party (Wong and Sloan, 2004a; Kohli and 

Jensen, 2010). 

 

2.3.3.1. Implication of trust in cloud computing 
 

Unlike the case of e-commerce, where trust is transaction based, the nature of cloud computing 

needs courage to assume a longer-term orientation. Individual transactions form trust in an e-

commerce environment and low cost of moving to another vendor can offset confidence breaches 

(Akdil et al., 2018). In case of cloud computing the relationship has a longer term existence and 

the cost of switching is much higher (Prajogo and Olhager, 2012). Initial trust in case of cloud 

computing is the trust when a client first looks at and reviews a cloud service provider. It involves 

cloud services and their provider perceptions of the customer. Factors that affect cloud computing 

intial confidence include credibility and brand. Continued faith in the sense of cloud computing is 

trust of the customer based on knowledge and experience from long term relationship with cloud 

service provider (Rinaldi and Bandinelli, 2017; Mell and Grance, 2011). The cloud provider 

follows the expectations set out in the deal whether expressly stated in a service level agreement 

or inferred in the customer-provider relationship (Sabitha et al., 2016). 
 

2.3.3.2 Factors lidentified lfor ldegrading longoing ltrust 
 

 These include a distorted boundary of trust in cloud system (e.g. Confidential information 

may be processed outside the known trust areas). 

 Non-compliant data handling laws and regulations. 

 Loss of information control throughout its life cycle, unauthorized use the data along the 

storage chain, among others all of which are security management issues.  

 Not unexpectedly, security and privacy are core factors that affect confidence in cloud 

computing (Aivazidou et al., 2012) 
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2.3.3.3 Trust lviolation land lrebuilding ltrust 
 

Trust violations represent an infringement of the customer provider contract whether explicit or 

implicitly reconciliation is a precedent for restored trust. In order to restore damage faith 

effectively the perpetrator must take lead in initiating the reconciliation process Once security 

breaches occur, boyle and panko introduced a three step guide to remedial action. It includes 

making an official opology that recognizes laiability, providing full description of breach and 

explaining the actions to be taken to compensate for the damage caused by cloud customers 

(Machado and Lane, 2017). There is a wide range of mediation strategies available including clear 

definition of trust boundaries in a cloud environment enhanced compliance with data handling 

regulations full data protection throughout its lifecycle tangible assurance. 

 

2.3.4 Differences in the cloud computing context 
 

While the essence of the agreement is still between two parties in cloud computing sense the client 

and supplier, the expression of breaches of confidence and their repair is quite different from an 

informal relationship of trust. A provider is unlikely to recognize a patient for care that degrades 

ongoing trust (Marston et al., 2011). Instead, a failure is likely to affect a significant number of 

customers at the same time (Machado and Lane, 2017). For example, data breach is likely to affect 

a number of customers. There is no question that the unavailability of the site will impact many 

more. Another important difference is that in some situations, both provider and client may not 

prerceive the infringement as having accured over an extended period of time. However, once the 

conduct constituting the breach of trust is detected it is the duty of the company to report it to 

customers and to provide a remedy in the event of harm to customer (Korpela, Hallikas and 

Dahlberg, 2017). In target and yahoo cases, anecdotal evidence suggests that providers are 

reluctant to disclose this, often ignoring or failing to recognize the issue. It invariably leads to 

diminished trust and a belief that the supplier is not open and therefore does not provide a 

reasonable solution. The passage of time between the incident  and its occurrence increases the 

potential and severity of the harm that the consumer may experience (Schrödl and Bensch, 2013). 

Another distinction is the possible failure to repair the damage done by a breach of trust. For 

example, data breaches include a leak that cannot be reversed. It may not be possible to fully 

recover data lost or corrupted by an attack. The site is unavailable which cannot be easily remedied.  

These differences reflect the need for a more nuanced approach to modelling security breaches. 

These are just a few measures that  need to be centered in long term (Ince et al., 2013). 

 

2.4 lBusiness lprocess in lsupply lchain 
 

In the supply chain, the successful business process to satisfy the customer requirement as 

efficiently as possible and the network should be autonomous or semi-autonomous being 

collectively responsible for all activities associated with their related products (Chung et al., 2011). 

The business process consists of planning, implementing and controlling operations which 
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includes all the internal functions, distribution, and logistics, sourcing customer service, sales, 

manufacturing and finance departments of any organization. However, it also includes suppliers 

that provides finished goods, components, parts and assemblies and their logistical activities 

(Saroha and Yadav, 2013). Several studies have revealed that business process has a very good 

impact on organizational performance. The number of studies has focused on the process concepts 

of the business which links attributes and benefits the organizational performance and customer 

satisfaction (Pradabwong et al., 2015). 

 

Likewise, in terms of improving the performance and competitiveness of organization. They take 

concern about the main business process in supply chain like customer services, strategic 

procurement, Supplier connectivity, Information flow and manufacturing flow these are the 

concerns of the supply chain to obtain sustainable competitive advantage in the market 

(Karakostas, 2010). The integration of these key processes becomes the main purpose of the 

creating the value of customer and suppliers (Croxton et al., 2001). Customer integration with the 

link of the supply chain activity will work efficiently to create customer satisfaction at the end 

point of delivery to consumer. The performance measurement is focused on the total system of 

efficiency and more focused on responsiveness level for customer satisfaction (Pradabwong et al., 

2015). 

 

In order to build business relationships with the partners, the organization concentrates on the 

integration of each departments with the supplier and customer to benefit from the most favorable 

trading arrangements and this collaboration leads to develop the competitive advantage in the 

market (Flores et al., 2003). Information Technology is one of benchmark which helps to improve 

the business process in integrating suppliers and partnering firms in virtual enterprise and supply 

chain (Yang and Zhang, 2013). The development of the technology that encloses the electronic 

data interchanges (EDI), Internet and World-Wide Website (WWW) to solve the uncertainties of 

systems driving supplier and buyer relationships. These uncertainties have forced the organizations 

to go for online communication system. With this transformation internet increases the richness of 

through greater interactivity between firm and customer/firm and suppliers (Gunasekaran and 

Ngai, 2004; Korpela et al., 2017).  

 

Information technology provides the information needed to build the supply chain relations by 

providing the information on what kind of inventory is expected, what is occurring in production 

process and what is entering and existing from storing location, allowing the business partners to 

share information such as order status, product schedules and sales reports to integrate the supply 

chain process and plan the other activities of the supply chain like production, logistics and 

marketing promotions (Qrunfleh and Tarafdar, 2014). The supply chain collaborations are 

maintaining the rich level in business process to develop the closer relationships, integrating 

process and sharing information to customers and suppliers. The internal collaborations integrated 

with external collaborations to gain more advantage in the business process to improve the 

capabilities that allow any organizations to achieve collaborative advantage and higher 
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performance (Jayashankar and Sridhar, 2003). The collaborative advantage refers to strategic 

benefits achieved over the competitors in the market; this will not work without the Supply chain 

collaboration. This result the mutual sharing of the information in order to perform the business in 

effective way (Pradabwong et al., 2015). 

 

2.4.1 Challenges lin lbusiness lprocess lin lsupply lchain 
 

It lis lfound lin lbusiness lprocess lof lSupply lchain lwhich lencompasses lthe lplanning, lproduction land 

loperational lmanagement lduring lits lnecessary lto lbring lthe lproduct lto lcustomer, lfrom lthe lsourcing lof 

lraw lmaterial lto ldelivery lof lthe lcomplete lproduct. These lsections ltalk labout lthe linsights lof lthe 

laspects land lchallenges lthat lare lto lbe lmanaged lin lbusiness lprocess. lThese lchallenges loccur lin lvarious 

laspects llike lin lInformation lTechnology, lcustomer lsupplier lrelationship, lcustomer lrelations, 

llogistics, lpartnership letc l(Magut let lal., l2010; lVan lWart let lal., l2017). lThe lmain laspects lof lthis lstudy 

lin lthis lthesis lare labout ltwo lmajor lbusiness lprocesses lis lon linformation lflow land lcustomer lsupplier 

lrelationship. lIn lthe lpartnership lissue, lthe lorganization lalways llook lon lreducing lthe lcost, limprove lthe 

lservice llevel land lgain lthe lcompetitive ladvantage lout lof lit l(J. lChen land lMa, l2011). 

 

The lcollaboration lplays lan limportant llevel lof lbuilding lthe ltrust land lon lreducing lthe ltime lon 

lconcentrating lin ldistributing lthe lmaterial lto ldeliver lthe lmaterial lto lcustomer. lThe lcollaboration lof 

lthe lorganization lbe lmore leffective lin lterms lof lreducing lcost lin ldistribution lactivity lthan lthe lsame 

lorganization lcould lmanage lby litself lin ldistribution l(Jayashankar land lSridhar, l2003; lRichard, l2016). 

lThe lcustomer lsupplier lrelationships lhaving lthe lissue lon lquick lresponse lto leither lside lof lthe lparties. 

lIn lthis lcompetitive lenvironment lthe lonly lway lto lmaintain lthe lrelationships lis lto ldo lquick 

lresponding. lThis larticles lemphasized lon lmanaging lthe linterface lbetween lcustomer lrelationship 

lmanagement land lsupplier lrelationship lmanagement lat lseparate llink lin lthe lsupply lchain lwhich 

lincludes lthe llong lterm lrelationships lbetween lboth lcustomer land lsupplier lthat lleads lto lhigher 

lsatisfaction l(Wong let lal, l2011). The advent of Internet and electronic communication has made it 

possible for business to be ever more responsive to customers. IT implementation takes place 

through the study of ERP, EDI problems (Tseng et al., 2011). 

 

The rich experience of these tools has made the organizations to deliver high level of performance. 

There is contradictory in adopting the technology inside the organization. The new technology 

implements have the issue of integrating the tools into the supply chain process. Then the time to 

get adopt will get more time till get into the normal state of business process (Thames and Schaefer, 

2016). Performance lmeasurement lis lvery limportant las la lstrategic ltool land lalso lprovides lmeans lto 

lachieve lthe lobjectives lof lthe lsupply lchain lrequirements. lTo lrun lsuccessful lsupply lchain lthere 

lshould lbe lproper lintegration lamong lthe lentities lof lkey lsupply lchain lbusiness lprocess l(Olson, 2014) 
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2.5 Theoretical framework  
 

In this study, the research is about the concept on ICT tool with cloud integration in supply chain 

management. The theoretical framework model is build related to the research with the help of 

various articles. The business process improvement in the organization depends on the business 

activities happening between the external and internal partners. In this digital supply chain, 

information technology plays a vital role in developing the company’s standard in the market. To 

overcome these situations companies have started to invest large amount of money in redesigning 

internal process, technical processes and changing traditional and fundamental process of the 

product according to customer requirements will lead to achieve IT supply chain. It is something 

companies to finding right way to improvise their key activities and in turn competitiveness in the 

market to change the strategy, methods and technology that plays vital role in implementing new 

softwares in IT (Gunasekaran and Ngai, 2004). All manufacturing sectors have a goal of satisfying 

the customer needs. To accomplish that goal, the supply chain management always should be 

updated to trends (Sarkis and Talluri, 2004).  

 

With the literature reviews, the business process is more focused in operational management which 

deals the integration of suppliers, customers and internal departments (Nair and Anbuudayasankar, 

2016). To improve the productivity and to maintain the standard level, it requires strong 

relationship bonding with business partners (Kohli and Jensen, 2010). In this framework ICT 

integration plays a vital role in procurement process to improve the business performance. This 

procurement process deals business with both internal and external process through ICT tools. ICT 

tools used in the procurement process have given the new idea about integration in the digital 

supply chain to improve the business process. Several manufacturing companies expected to 

incorporate ICT tools such as  EDI (Electronic Data and Interchange), cloud and internet to resolve 

the mechanism that drives the relationship between buyers (Milovanovic, 2015).    

 

To go further in advance in the digitalization, there comes a necessity to embrace conversion level 

of the process when the supply chain management thinks about the adaption of the new process 

which is not working out properly in some cases. So the change in the IT infrastructure has been 

started in a way they can rule out the uncertainties manufacturers face during the business process 

in digital supply chain (Zhang et al., 2011). ICT adoption and usages are critical for improving a 

company performance irrespective to the context of ICT tools placed. Tremendous potential of e-

procurement will help the company to respond the customer demand and help in efficient 

procurement of raw material, inventory, and warehousing and transportation operations are 

effectively managed and optimized. In many companies there will be only one type of integration 

get implemented due to cost effective like some manufacturers only concentrate on Internet 

Technology and fail to focus on IT infrastructure. Now this concept is picked to ensure that how 

it works in the manufacturing sector when they try to concentrate on the both to bring out new 

integration concept like integrating some important ICT tool which to communicate in smooth 

way to the suppliers. Then implementation of the new Internet technology concept into 
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procurement process in the ERP tool gives the strong base for communication with the partners 

like suppliers, dealers, distributors etc. The importance of the ICT tools integration in operational 

management is to ensure the productivity improves in the process by combining EDI and cloud 

with ERP to provide a strong foundation in the system in order to have the better communication 

flow in the business process. The EDI transfers the data from one system to another system 

automatically. Then in the same way cloud is the technology that tears down the barriers by 

creating the global accessibility to data, no matter where you are in the world (Yang and Zhang, 

2013).  

 

As shown in the below fig.3 in the theoretical framework each parts describes the need of the 

research where first part ICT integration in operational management level which tells about the 

integration of all department where it exists and it shows external and internal stakeholders 

involvement. The information flow between these departments are more vital when it comes to 

business. Operational team, which acts as bridge between supplier and customer as shown in the 

figure 3. For the integration, the ICT system is used for integrating the suppliers and customer into 

the organizational business process. Traditional ICT integration shows that the system integration 

within the organization and external stakeholders. Both internal and external stakeholders are 

integrated to the server where the manual loading of information would consume more time and 

more errors may cause which leads to down the business performance and weaken the 

relationships. Till the traditional ICT tool, integration that means the system connects only with 

internal stakeholders but not to external stakeholders the business process has no way to improve 

their performance in the market. New arrival of the EDI software turns to be the backbone for the 

all organization that generates automatic message transfer through system to system with the 

intervention of manual activities. It improves the communication bonding and trust between two 

stakeholders.  More in detail as follows, the first step shows integrating ERP and EDI to improve 

the process flow in business. Third step to improve the transparency, cloud is integrated to ERP 

and EDI database. This integration will improve process by bringing all the data to a centralized 

database. This change in the system will make the process stabilize and more sustainable in the 

business. The complexity force the manufacturing sectors to go for the online communication 

systems and it also proves the richness of the communication greater interactivity between firms 

and partners.  

 

Concept focused on this framework would be in the information flow happening in the web-based 

cloud ICT tool integration. From step 1, integration of ERP and EDI to improve the process flow 

in business. Second step to improve the transparency, cloud is integrated to ERP and EDI database. 

This integration will improve process by bringing all the data to a centralized database. This change 

in the system will make the process stabilize and more sustainable in the business. The complexity 

force the manufacturing sectors to go for the online communication systems and it also proves the 

richness of the communication greater interactivity between firms and partners. ERP system is 

easy to integrate with any systems and more flexible to establish and alter the parameters within 

which Supply chain process has to operate. However, theory behind this thesis is to integrate the 
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suitable tool into the procurement process and find out the way to prove that due to lack of ICT 

infrastructure only there is major obstacles to move forward in the market. So bringing EDI, cloud 

commuting into the procurement process and integrate them to ERP to improve the quality of 

business process in the manufacturing sector. 

 
Fig.3. Theoretical Framework 
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3.  METHODOLOGY 

 
In this section paper, the methodology is discussed. The Methodological choices were made based 

on the model so called ‘’Research Onion’’(Saunders, Lewis and Thornhill, 2009b) presented in 

Figure (4). 

 

3.1 Methodological choice 
  

Below each level of the model presented in Figure (4) is discussed and starts with research 

approach consideration. 

 
Fig.4. Research Onion (Saunders et al., 2009b) 

 

The research methodology was developed based on successful progress made by research onion. 

The utility lies in its adaptability in any sort of research methodology and context (Bryman and 

Bell, 2011). In this study, the descriptive model is used for this analysis to visualize arranging our 

choices in an academic way. Each layer of research onion accompanies the following sections and 

it begins with approach of research. 

 

3.2 Research process 
 

In this study, as explained below, I go in step-by-step processes that includes series of stages such 

as reviewing the literature, designing the research, collecting data, analyzing data and writing up. 

In this section, briefly I present the research processes that were divided in two steps: literature 

review and designing the research. Then data collection and its analysis and writing up part 

(discussion) are elaborated in the end of methodology section. 

 

3.2.1 Reviewing the literature 
 

In this initial study, I followed certain steps which help to generate a quality in building the 

literature (Jain et al.,2010). At first, I did study relevant paper search to find peer reviewed papers, 

but not the conference papers or reports, was completed based on key terms including video 
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streaming, webcasts and online videos. Flow of information and material flow how it is integrated 

in supply chain. The articles are downloaded using the general database which is searched in 

internet by using keywords. The keywords used to find the relevant and useful material during the 

search. Those database found in the internet by using the relevant keywords which also helps to 

find the useful materials as they are “cornerstone of an effective search” (Bolderston, 2008). 
 

The keywords used to search papers were: Digitalization in supply chain, Information and 

communication technology, the challenges of business process in digital supply chain, ICT tool 

integration in supply chain. The articles and journals were evaluated based on inclusion criteria 

like: 
 

 The papers are evaluated according to the topic, using keywords which lead to the find 

right information relevant to the study.  

 It is also evaluated by scanning the list of references listed down at end of the paper. 

 There are some papers that are also evaluated and referred based on the recent research 

information about the industries that got adapted to new technologies in supply chain. 

 There is a scenario where some papers have only half-information which leads us to think 

more in advance to search the next version of the paper in the databases using the same 

author, publications, and topics. Whereas, searches can be restricted by other factors also 

like different languages of publication, full text only, review papers and year of 

publications so on.  
 
 

Most of the databases so called controlled vocabulary to establish common term related to the 

study which will help to find the closely related files in order to analyze the research on ICT 

integration with cloud (Harpring and Baca, 2010). It is worth using the online support in the 

research databases as it gives an option in search features, which is available. I used Emerald 

Insight, Science direct, Science open, Web of Science, Scribd, Springer Link and worldwide 

science databases for searching and downloading the articles for our research. Secondly, I did the 

reference section for each papers found was searched in order to find additional papers to derive 

more related information it was around 4 papers from worldwide science and web of science 

respectively in below Table 1. 

 
Table.1.Detailed list of databases with the count of article 
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I did an analysis of the studies by downloading the total of 179 articles in that number of 105 

articles coming from irrelevant papers which are removed from the list with the help of criteria, 

leaving that I were able to gather total number of 74 relevant articles for this study as shown in the 

above Table 1. The literature sources are investigated in scientific database which includes books, 

academic papers. This review consisted of our research topic related articles and study materials. 

In carrying out this type of review, it is worthwhile to provide the basis for the research topic. The 

main focus was to find as many research related articles as possible like what are the challenges 

faced after ICT integrated to many systems and then how is the emerging technology (i.e cloud 

integration) can aid to overcome if it is integrated to them and its benefits to improve the core 

business process like information flow and material process in effective way. Coming to the papers 

and articles I looked for impacts of usage of new technology and how it aided in solving those 

problems that were then present like adaptability of that technology and simplicity, which is 

provided by that.  
 

In addition, i focused on how ICT integration is helping in data availability for solving business 

problems. i then took into consideration the need of up scaling of the old technology which helped 

in researching the impact of cloud integration in the Supply chain management overall from 

logistics to data analysis for making efficient business decisions which might help in overall cost 

saving compared to previous technologies. These provided a fundamental pillars like how the 

integration is happening and what are all the challenges occurs during the flow of material and 

information flow between the business partners. Then how is it overcome with the existing 

integration and i see how problems can be solved with the new technology of integration (i.e 

cloud). Likewise, analyzation is done more on the topic. 

 

3.2.2 Research design 
 

The research is to analyze the information flow how it is happening in the organization, using the 

literature review i are able to focus on the specific case to find answers for our research questions. 

The current research focuses on the integration of cloud with ICT in the SCM and how it affects 

the data sharing between suppliers and to investigate the main problems that might be faced due 

to integration to the cloud. This study aim is to know the current technology and emerging 

technology related to the flow of information and material flow. So this concept leads to understand 

the views and perceptions in deeper level which follows qualitative method (Aivazidou et al., 

2012). Then the  exploratory approach to seek new insights  how the study influences ICT 

integration with cloud to understand the analysis of core business to get the output of the study 

(Trentesaux et al., 2016). The purpose of choosing single case study is to have the careful 

consideration which should not lead to have specific instance of interest. This case study aims at 

building the initial understandings of a situation for this research whereas it also requires time for 

a great deal, careful preparation and often to have the cooperation with one or more individuals to 

know ICT integration how it is challenging the process and benefiting the organization to increase 

their business performance (Lazar et al, 2017). Though, the current research is focusing on the 
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strategy of analyzing the challenges and benefits of ICT integration with cloud, it requires an 

organization which follows the same strategy which runs their operations and flow of supply chain 

business process through the integration of ICT tool. So, this study focuses on specific case which 

could be used for testing the theory in short time by using the qualitative study approach to 

complete the study (Bitektine, 2008). 

 

The Choice of the deductive research methodology was motivated with the need to gain an 

overview and theoretical understanding of business process in supply chain management of 

manufacturing sector. The business processes which says about the flow of information from 

company to supplier in order to do any transactions in terms of buying material for the production 

and flow of material through logistics in terms of knowing the movement of material from supplier 

to warehouses. These activities are carried out through an existing digital tool. In the study I focus, 

more on the problems occurs in using existing tools and benefits of implementing and integrating 

the new tool in order to compensate the existing tools problems like interface problem, lack of 

information storage issues, restricted accessibility on transmitting the information on time to 

business partners. Why focusing on these problems? It is because these problems have put the 

organization down by losing the reputation and relationship with business partners. In order to 

resolve these issues, our study was finding the way, how to close the gaps in the existing 

technology.  

 

With the theoretical framework, i came to know  the technology transformation in the supply chain 

such as how the company works on the continuous improvement of the supply chain operation 

using the technology platform (Kelle and Akbulut, 2005). The advantage of theoretical framework 

was making us to get the deep knowledge about the business flow in supply chain and also help to 

identify in which part of business is more focused in supply chain to improve (Lee et al, 2007). 

Moreover, same with other papers, it gives an idea about the new concepts and existing technology 

used in the market. Some limitations tend to do further research and test them by collecting real 

time data. Those theories providing the information stating that in these papers emerging 

technology will give the best way of improving the business process and only cause few defects 

compare to existing technology. 

 

The method was more focused on individuals to gather the details of the business flow happening 

inside the company after supply chain management is been digitalized. Since the study is more 

involved to know the benefits and obstacles faced by organization and also to know how they 

overcome from those obstacles, what are steps taken by the organization to improve business 

process to be more sustainable in this market. In order to collect these kind of information, I 

decided to use qualitative method by doing the observations and conducting semi structured 

interviews followed by generating written notes and audio recording for the same (Bryman  and 

Bell, 2011). In additional to enchancing the quality of the data, I also use observational approaches 

such as deriving the actual data from the company website or gathering the participants recorded 

data to ensure that data collected are valid for the analysis (Schutt and Chambliss, 2013). 
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3.2.3 Research method: Case study 
 

In this study, I have used a single case study as told in the section below research design because 

our research is into the technology which role a vital part in raising the performance of business 

process (Lazar et al., 2017). Case study is a suitable method for this study due to analyze wider in 

into the challenges and benefits of the ICT integration system in the organization (Bitektine, 2008). 

To answer our research questions, I identified the company who is doing supply chain processes 

and well focused on the digital technology solution. VALEO is plays an important role in smart 

technology. They encourage innovations and they are much integrated with the technology 

changes. This information motivated to work with them and analyze the reason behind why they 

are back of technology in each every step they proceed and how? So this the reason why it is 

essential to choose a case studies for this research. Apart from this selection further, i derived some 

criteria from research point of view in order to select the organization based on certain 

requirements as if it should be manufacturing sector because our study deals with flow of 

information and flow of materials. Likewise, it should also be at least medium level enterprise 

because then only they will have dealing with minimum level of suppliers for judging the process, 

it should have worldwide connectivity with business partners and be connected worldwide which 

shows their enrichment of technology used (Rudestam and Newton, 2007).  

 

Based on these criteria finally, I sought out few companies like Robert Bosch GmbH, HGF 

Gummifabrik and VALEO. Even though others matched our criteria. I go with VALEO India 

Private Ltd because they are the one who showed interest to our proposal and helped us in the 

study for gathering the information related to our research in regular interval of time. Since they 

are the car spare parts manufacturing sector they have good advantages too like (i) they have very 

big network in supply chain globally with more number of suppliers and customers, (ii) Ready to 

encourage the open innovative ideas in technology transformation, (iii) Flexibility to the market 

trends in adapting new technology and have only one disadvantage it was time constrains (Valeo, 

2015). These are the tools of method used for designing the study.  

 

3.2.3.1 Description of the case 
 

VALEO started in the year 1923 in the small in saint-Quen, near to Paris, France. After 90 years 

of successful business the company becomes the world leading global supplier operating firm in 

33 countries and this company with worldwide automakers. iIn il1953, ilthe ilcompany ilturned ilup ilthe 

ilproduction ilof ilclutches ilwith iltheir ilconstantly ilevolving iltechnologies ilbecame ilits ilmain ilactivity. ilIn 

lthe lyear l2002, lfor lthe lcloser lsuppliers lthey lhave lplanned lto lcome lup lwith lthe limplementation lof 

lwebEDI linto ltheir lsystem ldirectly lwhich lwould lbe lthe lstrong lfoundation lfor lcommunication 

lbetween lVALEO land lsuppliers. The main reason for implementing the webEDI is to make 

suppliers more convenient and it makes them not to invest additional cost for it. The process does 

not have much investment like how individual company must invest on classical EDI. But still 
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there are some complications are running within the Organization to make some alterations 

globally. Since some suppliers have already invested for EDI process to many customers.  

 

They prefer to use the Classical EDI rather than webEDI. So VALEO have come up with the 

solution to give the choices between webEDI and Classical EDI to supplier to be flexible in the 

business. The classical EDI which make the system to divide the VALEO has owner of this 

solution and the solution could use from the suppliers of VALEO with no additional cost. In other 

hand this implementation has got the VALEO good response from new suppliers. This tends the 

increase the VALEO plants and Number of suppliers as well in all over the countries (Valeo, 

2009b). From the year 2015, they have decided to come out with the solution to integrate the 

webEDI with new ERP system that is easier than previous system. Then in the webEDI VALEO 

planned to bring the eInvoice in to the system in order to reduce the paper and manual work. This 

activity is taken completely into the EDI. eInvoice solution handles both invoices and credit notes 

parallel to the way of sending per EDI or webEDI. iThis iimprovement ileads ithe ibusiness ilevel iof 

iVALEO ito imove ihigh iin itheir itechnology iand ibe imore iefficient ito ihave ioverall ibetter iperformance 

iwith ibetter iquality iin ithe ibusiness iprocess iin iorder ito ibring iconfidence ibetween ithe ibusiness 

ipartners. 

 

3.2.4 Time horizons 
 

In time horizon the corresponding layers indicates over the researcher undertakers her work before 

entering the central stage of the study. Where a dilemma is to be dealt with at a particular time a 

cross sectional study is carried out to answer a question or to solve the problem (Saunders, Lewis, 

& Thornhill, 2009a). For this study, i considered 15 years data to analyze the technology 

transformation how it happened in an organization. iThen ithe iduration ifor ianalyzing ithose idata itook 

inearly i2 imonths iof itime iin iorder ito iget ithe idetailed irelated iinformation iabout ithe iorganization.iThe 

ipurpose iof ithe icurrent iresearch iis ifocused ion ihow imanufacturers iimprove ithe iquality iof ibusiness 

iprocess iin idigital isupply iand iusage iof icloud iin iICT, iit iis inecessary ito imention ithat iour iresearch 

ifollows ithe icross isectional istudy iwhich iindicates ithe istudy iof iparticular iphenomenon iat iparticular 

itime. This istudy iis itaken iinto an account idue ito ithe ifact ithat ithe iacademic icourse iis itime 

iconstrained. iHowever, ithese istudies imay ialso iuse ithe iqualitative imethods ibecause iinterviews iin 

ithe icase istudies iare iconducted iover ia ishort itime iof iperiod i(Bitektine, i2008). With ireference ito ithis 

istatement iour icase istudy ialso ifollows ithe isame iapproach iof ithe iinterviews iin iVALEO iin irecurring 

ithe iway ito icollect ithe idata iwith a ishort iperiod iof itime iand iinterviews ilasting ifrom i40 iminutes ito an 

ihour. The interview was clearly conducted in the way the individual to express his concerns at the 

same time the point made here is view and method approach should associate with qualitative 

research (Bryman and Bell, 2011). This interview has been semi structured since the authors of 

this thesis have list of topics and questions to be addressed although they may vary from interview 

to interview. This clearly gives the author an option to remove certain questions in particular 

interview, given a specific context of manufacturers encountering research topics. The question 
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order may depend on the flow of conversation. On the other hand, given the nature of events within 

the sector, additional questions may be required to explore our research question and goals. The 

questions and the subsequent discussion mean that the conversation will be recorded or may be 

noted (Saunders, Lewis  and Thornhill, 2009a). 

3.2.5 Data collection 

 
The case study is about Integration of ICT tool in business process at VALEO. Details analyzed 

based on the interview conducted with purchasing manager and Senior Operational buyer. 

 
 

3.2.5.1 Primary data 
 

Primary data was collected in the base of interviews. Interviews are the best way of expressing the 

opinions of the individuals which are usually seen in the method of qualitative research (Bryman 

and  Bell, 2011). Since the research is about the analyses of how the integration of ICT tool in the 

digital supply chain working for the organization and what all the benefits and challenges they 

have in integration of ICT tools. Our interviews are based on our research topic and it is organized 

in two different phases by interviewing two experts in the organization who handles the 

digitalization in the company. Especially the team who handles the transactions of supply chain 

process through technology. Therefore, I have chosen a person who leads the team and another 

one is the person who handles the business partners in way the legal transaction happening through 

the ICT tools. Through sending email, I got an appointment to meet few employees of the company 

who is into supply chain IT. I did selection process based on the information they discussed with 

us. It was like respondents had different experiences in different fields, do not give timely 

responses and provide unrelated  information (Bolderston, 2008). 
 

Then among them, one of the employees helped us to meet the right person who can help in our 

research. Since our research is into the supply, chain IT. I requested for respondents who is 

currently handling and facing issues in integrated ICT tools. The theoretical aspects of this research 

there is a phenomenon where there are positive and negative impacts in information technology 

supplier integration and internal connections within the organization. By benchmarking this 

theoretical framework, I collected information about the organization. Then I created the 

questionnaire related with information technology and their integration with various tools (ERP, 

EDI, Servers, Systems etc) which is used for the flow of information and data transmitting process  

related to supply chain and their integration how it is impacting their performance of supply chain 

cycle (Wong and Sloan, 2004a). Firstly, research question tells, “How ICT integration in cloud is 

influencing the organization to improve the business performance in supply chain?” this more into 

the performance of supply chain how ICT integration is influencing the organization. Therefore, I 

decided the respondents should be in senior level monitors the supply chain IT structure in the 

organization. For that, I have chosen senior project manager of the supply chain IT in the 
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organization. Then for second question, what are the challenges occur in SCM through cloud 

integration? Since this is related to the challenges occurred in the organization before and after 

integration of ICT tool. For this, I were looking for the expertise who deals with suppliers and 

customers directly using ICT tool where the communicational process is taking place. Therefore, 

I have chosen senior project leader. The interviewee was asked open ended questions, so that it 

would prompt the respondents to describe each of their business process and digital supply chain. 

The interview was conducted with respondents mentioned below from the organization VALEO 

in Table 2. 

 

 
 

Table 2. Details of Respondents 
 

Both the interviews with different respondents are supplemented with supply chain integration 

which would be various internal and external integration. In internal integration focus on the flow 

of information within organization through cross-functional process. For instance the information 

flow between production and logistics. Likewise external integration may focus on information 

sharing related to business dealing on buying and selling the materials between suppliers and 

organization (Kollberg and Dreyer, 2006). To get more understanding the practical approaches 

helped us to find out the gaps in the integration of tool in terms of cost and performance 

effectiveness. Initially, our questions were focused more on the flow of information in production 

unit to learn more about the supply chain analysis and how collaboration style happens with 

various types of suppliers such as wholesalers, distributors, retailers and manufacturing vendors. I 

asked about these topics because our research focused how information flow within the 

organization should take place. Then started to know about the supply chain flow in the process of 

buying and selling the materials in the organization and questioned. 

 

Later, I reflected on how the firm performs business processes for suppliers and consumers while 

our work focuses on how the organization’s success enhances its engagement quality through 

advanced ICT. Further, it was proceeded to know the challenges faced by the organization while 
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handling the suppliers through digital mode before and after integration of ICT tool (ERP, EDI & 

Cloud) which again indicates the difficulties faced by organization with their business partners. 

Since interview was semi structured as told in this type of interview process will focus on a list of 

relevant areas related to supply chain process which is happening in digital way by connecting 

internal and external partners of the organization. The duration of the interview was for 40 minutes 

to 1 hour (Appendix.1).  The interview started from the introduction section and specific questions 

are asked to the interviewee and collected for each topic. From the start to end, the usage of framed 

questions for interviews and the order of the questions have changed the course of the interview 

based on the flow of the conversation. Spot questions are raised to the respondents which are 

unrelated questions but it also added more extra questions depending upon the situation within the 

organization. Then, slowly interaction went towards the topics which are framed based on the 

theoretical framework related to business flow happening between suppliers and organization. 

 

This was carried out because the research is all about how this is improving the performance and 

how the challenges are focused to reduce the effectiveness of the information flow between 

business partners. Then the discussion will be entailing the nature of questions implies the data 

which will be recorded by audio recording or by taking  notes (Saunders et al, 2009; Aivazidou et 

al, 2012). My primary focus was to collect the data related to digital supply chain with or without 

ICT concepts based on the research thinking. From the literatures and referred documents, I gained 

some knowledge related to our research. I also gathered secondary data as I as mentioned below 

in next section, it helps us to create the questions for the interview. Based on thesis interviews 

were conducted. The interviews were not completely pointing towards the research it was quite 

general to know current situation of the company to understand the internal activities much clearly. 

I came to know the most of the information gathered was not updated in the website. But the other 

side of the website information helped us to frame the necessary questions related to research. 

 

3.2.5.2 Secondary data 
 

This section is part of the primary data I formulated the way to gather the information indirectly 

because this data helps to provide the starting point for an analysis to gain some background 

knowledge and understanding research related documents are collected from internal and external 

sources available (Edmondson and McManus, 2007). I collected the data from both the possible 

sources like internal sources are organizational integrated reports. On the other hand, I also 

collected the secondary data from the website before meeting the respondents, to have clear picture 

about the organization the collected information helped me to ask effective questions connected to 

research outlook (Lien, 1988).  

 

Market research reports are data on number of suppliers increased and decreased for each year (5 

years), number of clients/customers, number of new project on pipeline, planning documents for 

existing and non-existing business process and Annual reports for last five years. The external data 

collected from publication, magazines, press release and websites.  I found their precise reference 
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which is often given in the published guides, once I made sure that secondary data likely to exist. 

It is relatively straightforward to locate published secondary data that are likely to be held by 

libraries or secondary data in archives (Saunders et al, 2009). This data is used as additional data 

for the primary data and it is analyzed in the data analyses and discussion part of the research. 

More details are carried out in the below Table 3. 
 
 

Slno 
Title of the 

Document 
Description Comments 

1 Organizational 

Integrated 

reports 

About New technology 

involvements & Supply 

chain flows and its future 

developments 

RQ1:  Since the question is about how business process is 

improved so the reports gathered will help to analyze how 

the technology of ICT integration happening internally and 

externally. This Organization reports give the status of the 

company how it is running the business or they updated with 

the technology especially on information flow in supply 

chain process which is more important for analyzing 

internal and external usage of the technology in the 

organization. 

2 KPIs Reports Report of strategic data on 

list of incoming and 

outgoing suppliers for 

each year (5 years), 

number of 

clients/customers, number 

of new project on pipeline 

RQ2: It indicates the benefits and challenges of the business 

process after integrating ICT tool to new technology. 

 

These information gives us the idea how the organization is 

building their business in terms of improving the 

performance. 

If there are some irregularities in the reports it tells about 

the issues occurred. 

3 Annual 

Reports 

For past five years, which 

indicates the economic 

level of the organization 

for each years 

The economic status always gives clear picture of 

organization where it lies whether organization are in good 

position or not. 

 

Table 3. List of Documents 

3.2.6 Data analysis 
 

The data analysis included three main phases; I collected our primary data and secondary data to 

build a “history database” for VALEO, which was cross-checked with the respondents. Second, 

following the general analytic procedure. I generated categories analysis from notes, respondent is 

observation, visiting company and informal talks with respondents and with colleagues of the 

respondents. The category analysis was discussed with member who is head supply chain IT 

department and one member who works closely with supply chain IT team. Third, I used the 

insights of gathered information to guide our round of interviews. I then analyzed and identified 

the keywords to construct and compare those with the literature relevant to the study (Eisenhardt, 

1989; Bitektine, 2008). This approach helps to create data analysis and build Valeo’s historical 

information in various phases of organization such as Creation, Acquisition and Present phases 

from 1923 to 2015. 
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3.2.7 Quality of the research 
 

The aim of this portion of the thesis is to ensure that in qualitative paragims the method was 

performed at good quality level. This paradigm has the essential criteria termed as credibility, 

confirmability, dependability and transferability (Smith et al., 2008). According to Korstjens & 

Moser (2018), Credibility is the amount of  trust that can be put on the research findings whether 

the findings are crediable facts from the original data of the participants and valid representation 

of original views of the participants. Transferability is the degree to which the result of qualitative 

research can be transferred to other contexts with other respondents. It facilitates the transferability 

judgement by potential user through thick description. Dependability is the consistency of results 

over the duration in which the respondents would be interested in reviewing the study findings 

interpretations and suggestions so that all are validated by evidence thy collect. Confirmability is 

to ensure that the data collected are not estimates to the imagination of the inquirer and that the 

data clearly reflect meanings of findings. These methods play an important role in qualitative 

research to reflect whether the findings are true and certain in this study (Smith et al., 2008) and 

also ethical consideration is added to this section which certainly deals with the effective usage of 

the data presented at the interview in the progress of the research (Bryman and Bell, 2011). 

 

In order to provide a comprehensive understanding in terms of utilization of these trustworthiness 

criteria for qualitative research is summarized below and it is elaborated as it is carried in this 

study in detail: 

 

Slno Quality of research  Quality of actions taken to enrich research 

1 Credibility           

(Schutt & Chambliss, 

2013; Chen, Daugherty 

and Landry, 2009; 

Bryman and Bell , 

2011) 

 Types of interviews chosen like semi-structured interviews and open 

interview 

 Data collection from two different levels and relations with company 

 Formulating the questions to ensure the answers obtained are related 

to research. 

2 Transferability          

(Elo et al., 2014; 

Saunders et al., 2009a) 

 High level of transferability is confirmed through the thick qualitative 

data description. Since the study is qualitative various issues occur 

here for transferability and possible reasons include the smaller 

number of participants will ensure the research results in another way 

of context 

3 Dependability              

(Elo et al., 2014) 
 Third criteria, dependability term s conventionally referred to as 

reliability which refers stability of data over time 

 All interviews has been recorded, transcribed, and summarized. At 

the same time, research protocols were set up to keep track of all 

events and findings over time. 
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4 Confirmability 

(Bryman and Bell, 

2011) 

 Recordings of interview helps to recollect the respondetns 

information and confirms the data during the transcribing the file in 

document before transcribing.  

 Categorizing process, which make sure that the quotes were put in the 

right categories. 

 Extensive secondary case study was researched when the company 

was successful and when the company was unsuccessful to make sure 

this thesis had confirmable results. 

5 Ethical consideration 

(Bryman and Bell, 

2011; Saunders et al., 

2009a) 

 It deals with the effective usage of the data presented at the interview 

in the progress of the research. 

 At the start of the interview, each informants was asked not only to 

be honest with their answers but if they agree being recorded. Then, 

the awareness of this thesis that it is going to be published was 

informed. 
 

Table 4. Quality of actions taken to enrich research 
 

Hence, the enrichness of this qualitative research terms are elaborated in detail below as follows: 
 

3.2.7.1 Credibility  
 

According to Bryman and Bell (2011), credibility quantifies the results obtained from the practical 

and theoretical analysis of the idea. First, this term described as the degrees of match between the 

respondents data and researchers representation are addressed. This credibility is takes internal 

validity that means the researchers observations are aligned with the theoretical ideas developed 

(Schutt and Chambliss, 2013). To assure the internal validity of this study, the process has 

explained step-by-step of the creation of the theoretical framework established among the category 

of ICT tool integration (for your reference see in section 2, pg.22). Therefore, the reader can be 

assured that our theoretical framework draws on the evidence found in the source and that the 

findings are compatible with hypothesis under consideration. On the other hand, the table 5 and 

table 6 show how this study shows the informants to obtain the data from framework to be fulfilled. 

The validity of the theoretical framework based on the research connected to the existent literature 

(Chen, Daugherty and Landry, 2009). The papers selected for the literature review were good 

sample between well-established articles at the beginning of the development of the field, other 

papers represented the evolution of topic over time and other papers were recently publish. The 

number of papers were appropriate to understand the field and define the framework that was used 

finally in the company. The way classify the information during the framework development phase 

was presented (in section 2, pg.22). This shows the connection among the concepts that were 

selected and used.  

 

3.2.7.2 Transferability 
 

Transferability is corresponding to external validity like generalizing a study which may be 

transferred from original research situation to a similar situation (Elo et al., 2014). As in usual in 

qualitative studies according to Rudestam and Newton (2007), this thesis does not argue for 
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generalizable findings. The exploratory character of this thesis is appropriate to define a 

framework and observe how it can be deployed in a company. High level of transferability is 

confirmed through the thick qualitative data description (Elo et al., 2014). Taking this in 

consideration this thesis does not have high level of transferability. But the results can be similar 

context characterized as transferability judgement by potential user through ‘thick description and 

purposeful sampling (Bitsch, 2014).  The characteristics of different contexts that will have similar 

results will be by setting up the interviews, finding the number of respondents related to  the 

research, time period over which the data was collected and the number & length of the data 

collection session (Shenton, 2004). Since the study is qualitative various issues occur here for 

transferability and possible reasons include the smaller number of participants will ensure the 

research results in another way of context (Saunders et al., 2009b). In this study the number of 

informants were 2 numbers and they were knowledgeable in cloud integration in the company. 

The context that was described with this group of informants was relevant to described challenges 

and the influence of cloud integration in the performance of the company. The perspective of the 

manager and medium level managers were defined in the study. 
 

Because of this reason, the informants for this study was chosen with high level of filtration who 

falls in the certain criteria related to the study involved for the purpose of guarantee transferability. 

Moreover, in order to limit the effect on this sense of a single specific event. The research findings 

in this study also address two different levels of informants in VALEO, one from France and one 

from India to understand the level of transferability in this study for companies operating in 

different contexts (e.g.developing and developed countries). Moreover, the description of 

company and informants are provided and those details have to be considered before applying this 

research’s results in other contexts or similar at different aspects of time. 

 

3.2.7.3 Dependability  
 

Third criteria, dependability term is conventionally referred to as reliability which refers stability 

of data over time (Elo et al., 2014). Through preparing, designing and carrying out empirical 

research studies. All interviews have been recorded, transcribed and summarized (see section 4.5 

in table 7 & table 8). At the same time, research protocols have been established to keep track of 

all events and findings over time. All findings were inserted in the word document and excel by 

sorting information in relevant category columns.  

 

Table 8 illustrates the questions and answers from the manager and senior project lead along with 

the coding process corresponding to dimensions business performance in the company Valeo. This 

table demonstrates the consistency among the literature, theoretical framework to interpretation of 

information in empirical data and coding achieve the answer for research question in this study. 

An illustration of the coding procedure is displayed in the table 5 below:  
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Dimen
sion 

Aspect of 
the 

barrier to 
code data 

Theoretical 
Framework  

Primary 
data 

source 

Quote from the 
respondents 

Second
ary 

data 
Relating literature  

Conclusio
n 

 

B
u

si
n

es
s 

p
er

fo
rm

an
ce

 im
p

ro
ve

m
en

t 

Influences 
of ICT tool 
integratio
n with 
Cloud 

Integration 

of ICT tool 

in 

operational 

manageme

nt that 

deals 

business 

with both 

external 

and internal 

process. 

Respond
ent 1 

“In Information sharing 

is through the system is 

more complicated and 

archiving the data from 

the system is takes more 

time. On considering 

time as main factor, we 

are looking forward on 

improving the 

technology of the 

company”. “Most of the 

problem occurs due to 

information sharing on 

time flow of material 

from the organization to 

supplier or supplier to 

organization which 

become inefficiency in 

terms of building 

relationship and 

improving the business 

performance”  

Increas

e in 

supplier

s 

graduall

y for 

the 

years 

after 

the 

integrat

ion ICT 

into 

cloud 

where 

the web 

EDI is 

allowin

g 

(Valeo, 

2009a). 

The management 

process involving the 

movement of goods, 

products, data and 

resources from the raw 

material source to the 

customer end. 

(Prashant, 2014).  

The goal behind this 

method is to provide 

the right product with 

the right quality at the 

right place at the right 

price at the right time 

for the ultimate 

customer (Yusuf et al., 

2004). 

This is the 

perspectiv

e, the 

literature 

is 

incongrue

nt with 

my study 

Informatio

n flow 

Traditional 

flow to 

Web based  

cloud ICT 

tool 

integration   

Respond
ent 2 

The success of the 

organization would 

come from outbound 

results now a day’s data 

required more amount 

of storage. The 

transacting the data 

through web EDI is 

very efficient. After the 

cloud interaction, the 

storage also becoming 

more reliable for the 

business. It is 

improving the 

accessibility for anyone 

to work from anywhere. 

Not affecting the flow 

of business at any time. 

Supporting data to be 

more feasible at any 

distance. Business 

could deliver in high 

level of performance by 

raising their bar in chart 

comparatively” 

KPIs on 
busines
s flow 
in 
helping 
compan
y to 
integrat
e with 
supplier 
with no 
additio
nal cost 
(Valeo, 
2015) 

EDI is nothing, but it is 
the process which is 
taken within the 
computer to computer 
and it is also said to be 
the exchange of any 
business documents is 
send in standard 
electronic format 
between business 
partner (Koperberg, 
2007; Trentesaux et 
al., 2016). The goal is 
to provide additional 
insights into the 
complex relationshop 
between ICT and 
supply chain 
management 
integration. It can be 
also used as a strating 
point for experimental 
research in the field to 
define the scope of 
the analysis or as a 
theoretical framework 
(Gunasekaran & Ngai, 
2004). 

 This is 

the 

perspectiv

e, the 

literature 

is 

incongrue

nt with 

my study 

 

Table 5. An Illustration of the guidelines that was used to code the data according to the aspects of Business 
improvement in supply chain process 
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3.2.7.4 Confirmability 
 

In this study, the confirmability plays important role in trustworthiness in research findings. It also 

reflects from the information received from the respondents. In this thesis, the recordings and notes 

gives us the confirmability because author transcribed the recording and the informants of VALEO 

agree the transcribed data. In this case study, the respondents were asked to read through 

summaries of the interviews (semi-structured and open interviews) and allowed to comment and 

make changes in the documents to ensure that the researcher had understood correctly. The 

consolidated data from the sources as websites, emails, phones were also discussed to ensure the 

information collected are correct. Then informants are allowed to correct in case they disagree 

with any information. This confirmability signifies that the findings represent the results of inquiry 

but not the researcher’s biases. This criterion emphasizes the reader level of understanding; they 

should be able to understand the logical connection between the study being conducted and 

findings reported in the study. In other words, it should be possible to track the results and 

conclusions back to their original sources  (Bryman and Bell, 2011). All observations and 

conclusions have been recorded in this report and can be traced throughout the research studies. In 

addition, the categorizing process were carefully analyzed one after the other to ensure that quotes 

fell into the right category (see below the section 4.5). Then the extensive secondary case study 

was researched when the company was successful and when the company was unsuccessful to 

make sure this thesis had confirmable results. There is also various methods chosen but it did not 

turn much in compromising way that affects the quality of research. To reduce the influence of 

researcher bias, at least one other researcher considered all data. 
 

3.2.7.5 Ethical considerations 
 

Ethical consideration deals with the effective usage of the data presented at the interview in the 

progress of the research (Bryman and Bell, 2011). The best way of consideration is to get the 

accessibility to the data is explained in the section 3.2.5. But apart from this consideration, the 

great deal was how to present the research in a comprehensive way to participants who provided 

data according to author Saunders et al., 2009a, which clearly explains ethics of business research. 

Hence, by being close contact with Valeo employees, it was a great deal to divulge the responses 

from the respondents. It took the process from delivering the thesis with more open vocabularies 

in speech. At the beginning of the interview, each informants was asked not only to be honest with 

their answers but also if they agree being recorded. Then, the awareness of this thesis that it is 

going to be published was informed. After that, the respondents were explicated with the 

importance of every detail in their response as this makes up a major part of research as shown in 

Table 7 & Table 8. The benefits of interviews was recording the interviews and making notes of 

information was permitted beforehand (Bryman and Bell, 2011; Saunders et al., 2009a). They were 

ensured with details that related to their personal details would be kept safe and professional 

background would be published. In addition, respondents were asked for access to call or email in 

the case study if any more inputs required from them during the research. This is to keep both 

company and informants anonymous till the end of research.  
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4. Analysis of data and findings 
 

This thesis contributes to the ICT technology transfer in tool integration by focusing on the 

business process improvement using cloud. The following passages walk us through the different 

technological epoch of the company of interest i.e Valeo. The pros and cons of the technology for 

the period before and after probable change has been discussed. From the interview conducted 

with the employees, an even clearer picture has been listed down empirically. The responses and 

further study on the subject have been with nuance interest and the findings derived from the 

empirical data as a result are shown below as phases of transformation based on the uses of ICT 

in Valeo before and after cloud integration. The chronology of the development taken through the 

existence lane by the technology utilized in the organization has been scripted with quotes of the 

respondents under the appellation phase. Then using the findings the research questions are 

answered depending on the Valeo’s current situation and can be used as the reference point for 

interpreting the research focus. 

 

4.1. Phases of transformation on the use of ICT in VALEO 
 

Examining the chronology of organization changes can help to better appreciate the path taken by 

the enterprise to achieve higher standards of business managements. The company started with not 

much a user-friendly ICT technology, it involved manual operation of all the systems involved, 

and periodic supervision made the whole system tedious and uneconomical. As ICT technology 

developed over the course of time, so did the organization that embraced them. One such major 

tool that is an icon of such empowerment of ICT technology is the cloud integration. With the aid 

of cloud integration, the ease of work has already witnessed the quotidian of the firm. The below 

stages have proven the improvement happened by the ICT technology adaptability. The web EDI 

brought the company to explore them to the global site. Since the automation is more required in 

this market, EDI plays important role in information and data sharing through the system 

automatically. When Website started dealing with the technology process, the cloud started being 

more effective (Yan et al., 2014). Then one or two tool is integrated then it is very much economic 

in dealing the business partners (Kadiri et al., 2016). Now since there are many systems emerging 

to integrate, the problem in transmitting the data or information would become the nightmare for 

the ICT technology (Milovanovic, 2015). Here the cloud helps to improve the interfacing problem 

from one system to another and it led a platform for the supply chain to be more effective (Croxton, 

2001). This increases the sales rate, collaboration rate and performance rate. Effective monitoring 

of business performance using KPIs leads to take effective decisions at right time. (Prajogo and 

Olhager, 2012). The different phases and the respondents reply as follows: 

 

 Valeo business development before cloud integration during 1923-2000 

 Valeo business development after cloud integration since 2000 - till present 
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Valeo business development before cloud integration during 1923 – 2000 

 

VALEO started in the year 1923 in the small workshop in Saint-Ouen, near to Paris, France. The 

company extended its market to include clutch production and SAFF was also included in the apris 

stock exchange. It then made the company get all the clutch related patents. In 1953, with their 

ever evolving the technology the firm turned up the production of clutches and became its main 

business operations. In 1953, the company turned up the production of clutches with their 

constantly evolving technologies, and it became its main business activity. In 1962, company took 

over the SOFIA (Societede Fabrication Industrielle de chauffage et d’Aeration) specialised in 

heaters and air conditioners with a factory in Nogent le Rotrou, thereby acquiring a new line 

business and developing the business and expanding the site throughout the Europe. In 1970, the 

company built the research center, dedicated to the thermal systems, in La Verriere, Paris. The site 

was set up in the Sao Paulo, Brazil for the thermal activities. In 1980, the new brand was born 

VALEO which means “I am well" in latin. 
 

“The ICT technology has played an important role in our business throughout the years. Valeo 

was not very much familiar in this automotive industry. When the production unit for clutches 

expanded it got listed in stock exchange. ICT Technology changed our business and took us to next 

level in the market” (Ismael Nadeem, respondent 1) 
 

In the year 1980, VALEO moved to another country in United States to open the new site for 

creating the warming frameworks, followed by a site in Mexico in 1982. In 1984, the gathering 

assumed control over the Ducellier, an organization creating the alternators, starters, headlamps 

and starts frameworks and builds up its first site in Tunisia to deliver the grasp. In 1987, 

organization began to center around the action and started discarding non-key organizations. In 

1988, the destinations got extended in the distinctive piece of the world in South Korea and Turkey. 

In 1990, it  has begun to focus on building up the preparation time frame for every one of the 

workers on the most proficient method to fulfill client with add up to quality. So they present ''5 

Axes framework''. The need has been characterized for the operational perfection. 
 

In 1998, the gathering procured the electrical framework business of IIT enterprises. VALEO turn 

into the worldwide player in electrical and electronic framework. Since the business was growing 

a side. There was more number of providers got included into organization business. In 2000, the 

organization winds up worldwide free providers of car segments, modules and frameworks. In the 

buy division, VALEO has issue in dealing with colossal number providers for that they have 

chosen to take the acquisition procedure into the system of handling in effective way and lessened 

the assignments for the purchasers who are taking care of the providers. On considering the 

provider issue they dispatch ERP programming in the association to bring all business procedure 

into the framework. 
 

“The organization started engaging with many partners to expand the business. The interaction 

with the business partners was going smoothly while there were limited providers and variety of 
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business was invited through the providers. The chain of purchasing the objects seems to be 

difficult when it comes to direct contact with the providers. So organization decided to do the 

purchasing process through single system. During that time organization came across the ERP 

programming system which associates to bring all business procedure in one system” (Ismael 

Nadem, Respondent 1) 
 

As inferred from the responses and walk through the description of the business development 

phase in an organization, it is clear that initially the networking in the organization has impeded 

the progress. The ICT tool has tinged the ease in the flourish of the company by archiving the 

records of the course even upon superficial scarping of information from the platform. On the 

whole day by day the suppliers increases in the business. Valeo couldn’t hold many suppliers due 

to lack of technology used in the business. The automation and storage of the data technology was 

required. When business grows rapidly the difficult level of handling the business with suppliers 

has gone down during this phase. The sparkling idea has triggered in the mind of VALEO to 

implement the webEDI in their business process which is connected to cloud during the year 2002 

and it automates the procurement activities thereby bringing the progress to what it is today.        

 

Valeo business development after cloud integration since 2000 - till present 
 

In the year 2002, for the nearer providers they have intended to think of the usage of webEDI into 

their framework specifically which would be the solid establishment for correspondence amongst 

VALEO and providers. The fundamental purpose behind executing the webEDI is to make 

providers more advantageous and it makes them not to contribute extra cost for it. The procedure 

does not have much venture like how singular organization needs to contribute on traditional EDI. 

At the same time, yet there are a few difficulties are running inside the Organization to make a few 

modifications all around. Since a few providers have just contributed for EDI procedure to 

numerous clients. They want to utilize the Classical EDI instead of WebEDI. So VALEO have 

thought of the answer to give the decisions amongst WebEDI and Classical EDI for provider to be 

adaptable in the business. The established EDI that influence the framework to gap to the VALEO 

has proprietor of this arrangement and the arrangement could utilized from the providers of 

VALEO with no extra cost. In other hand, this usage has the VALEO great reaction from new 

providers. This tends the expansion the VALEO plants and Number of providers too in everywhere 

throughout the nations (Valeo, 2009a). Throughout the years, the webEDI has been successful to 

the organization. From the year 2015, they have chosen to turn out with the answer for incorporate 

the webEDI with new ERP framework that is less demanding than the past framework. At that 

point, in this webEDI VALEO was meant to bring the eInvoice into the process with a clear goal 

of reducing paper and manual work. 

 

“ERP programming was very much effective in doing the purchasing business with the providers. 

But day by day when the business grows there was many difficulties started popping out on 

handling providers and their material reaching our plant. In order to reduce our employee 
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workload we decided to have some automation in releasing the documents related to purchasing. 

So we were introduced to webEDI, it become the platform where the document related to 

purchasing releases and receives automatically. Now huge part of business is carried out through 

this methodology, Valeo started believing that technology can take any organization to next level 

of the business. But currently Valeo facing many error issues in information flow between the 

suppliers and Customers” (Ismael Nadeem, Respondent 1 & Vishnu Prasad, Respondent 2) 
 

Through the EDI like sending invoice, this information flow is handled through the way it meets 

business partners. Such improvements have pushed VALEO market culture to a high level of 

innovation and are more capable of achieving better overall results and better quality in the 

business process, bearing quality in the business process, bearing in mind the overaching goal of 

the bringing clarity between business partners.  

 

4.2 Influence of ICT integration to improve business performance in supply 

chain 
 

In this study, I have follow the history of the company and understood the importance of the 

introduction of different technologies over time. However, I was focused in ICT due to the research 

question I pursued from the beginning of this research. The following section presents the research 

question 1 and its answer based on the information on VALEO: 
 

RQ 1: How ICT integration in cloud is influencing the organization to improve the business 

performance in supply chain? 
 

In Valeo, ICT integration plays an important role in supply chain business process. After the 

digitalization technology got into the industry all supply chain transactions started happening 

through ICT tools (Richard, 2016). This transformation has made many organizations to improve 

their scalability and be competitive in the market (Chung et al., 2011). There are many integration 

technologies ruled out on regular interval of time because the new technologies have become tough 

competitors among them in the market (Prashant, 2014). There are many influences boosting the 

organization to improve their performance in terms of Business continuity, effective collaboration 

with suppliers, flexibility of work practices, it reduces the IT cost, accessing to automatic update, 

unlimited access to data. From the research of a case I had an opportunity to explore the reality of 

the integration how it is aiding the organization to high level. The cloud integration has achieved 

the level of improvement in the business for the organization in different aspects as mentioned 

below:  
 

 Flexibility of work practices (Qrunfleh and Tarafdar, 2014) 

 Faster and effective communication (Nair et al., 2009; Disney and Potter, 2004) 

 Better accessibility to data (ObaraMagutu et al., 2010) 

 Effective collaboration (Mensah and Manak, 2015; Pradabwong et al., 2015; Thames 

and Schaefer, 2016) 
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 IT cost reduction (Aljawazneh, 2017; Wang et al., 2017) 
 

During the phase 1998 – 2000 was an acquisition period as mentioned in the finding section made 

Valeo to think about the implementation of the right technology according to business needs. The 

consequences of the loss in productivity have become the driving force for Valeo to make above 

decision in choosing technology (ERP implementation) for the major business in supply chain. 

Likewise the decision has been proven right through the post effect of ERP programming (as 

mentioned in the current finding section). The features are created in the rich look of software to 

provide the effective way to handle the procurement and also other sources that needed across the 

supply chain to make the internal department to connect in the system. ERP offers the cross-

platform visibility on all aspects of the supply chain (Rajesh, 2011). Later they understood the 

cloud integration could also be more efficient in changing the business and it could take the 

opportunity of the competitors in the market to have the effective collaboration with business 

partners (Scott and Westbrook, 1991). For the improvement of business performance in the phase 

of 2002 -2015, the ICT tool integration has made a major change in bring the business more 

interactive by connecting business partners to improve the productivity of the business. The flow 

of information acts as the bridge between internal and external partners for improving the 

relationship within them. This integration will make the external partners to keep them in the track 

of business (Berman, 2012). This is how the business integration changing the whole business 

activities. 
 

The aspects influencing the business activity with respect to its allusion to the literature review 

expatiates in below Table 6. 
 

Slno Valeo Literature 

1 Flexibility of work practices 

They have improved the 

productivity with the help of ICT 

cloud integration. The more security 

is required in terms of handling the 

ICT tools. More accessibility and 

accountability has increased 

ICT integration plays an important role in 

supply chain business process in terms of 

improving accessibility and accountability 

(Qrunfleh and Tarafdar, 2014; Biagi and Falk, 

2017) 

 

2 Faster and effective communication 

There is a problem of sending the 

right data to right person. When there 

is more information is accessible, the 

buyer is getting confused in sending 

the right data. However, sometime it 

is helping employees to deep dive 

into the problem occurring. 

It would be more efficient to speed up the 

conversation if the customer has more 

knowledge about what is happening with 

different business partners (Nair et al., 2009; 

Disney and Potter, 2004) 

 

 

3 Effective collaboration 

The collaboration has occurred in the 

company after the integration of 

webEDI into the process. The 

The effective cloud technology integration has 

provided high-speed flexibility and overall 

quality of products and services, end line 
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integration of internal departments 

has create very good relationship 

among the employees and also 

integrating the suppliers has created 

the path to develop the business 

according to need of customers. The 

collaboration with internal partners 

and external partners has develop the 

business process in terms of 

organization performance. 

consumers and suppliers (Camara, Fuentes and 

Marin, 2016). Despite processes that are used 

only used to understand intra company value 

chain integrated business processes or e-

buisness aim to include all the steps that 

provide value to the customerthroughout the 

supply chain  (Jain et al., 2010). The method 

can be discussed from differenr perspectives 

including the strategic preparation of 

integrated business processes, the underlying 

implemenetation, modeling and testing 

technologies and versatility                     (Kelle 

and Akbulut, 2005). 

4 IT cost reduction 

The investment on new software and 

updating them according to the trend 

of market is going to huge investment 

always. The moment WebEDI come 

across the Valeo business process, it 

took away burden of huge 

investment. According to market 

trend the software is only getting 

updated but not changed. This give us 

the cost savings in terms of changing 

the software. 

The cost of IT is less comparatively with new 

installation of any software. If the organization 

wants to update the version, it takes hardly less 

time to do and it will get updates within the 

software without disturbing the data existing in 

it  (Aljawazneh, 2017; Wang et al., 2017). 

5 Better accessibility to data 

The improving data accessibility to 

their employees after the 

implementation of webEDI along 

with database allows them to get the 

visibility of process from anywhere 

to take right business decisions. Thus 

ERP integration with cloud is mostly 

used for external business process, 

thus benefitting the purchasing 

department. 

The benefits of this cloud integration, easy 

access via internet without installing and 

access from anywhere to have business 

continuity at the emergency times were 

emphasized (Magutu et al., 2010). 

 

 Table 6. Relation between practical and theoretical results in ICT integrations 

 

Upon inference, it can be understood the tabulation relates the theoretical idea from the literature 

and practical idea from the case study on Valeo upon exercising integration of ICT tool in cloud.  

 

Flexibility of work practices: In terms of accessibility and responsibility for data from anywhere 

cloud computing plays an important role on the market (Yan et al., 2014). In Valeo, the flexibility 

in the regular work practice has improved in their individual performance level and it also allows 

employees to work in both the ways of internal and external environment. For instance, the 
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information from respondents 1 & 2 says this integration brings the visibility of work not only 

inside the organization but also outside the organization. It helps to be trustworthy for their 

business partners by linking web enabled devices such as tablets, laptops and notebooks from 

anywhere in the event of natural disaster. This ability would aid anyone to share the files 

simultaneously through the internet to support both internal and external activities in case of 

urgency (Qrunfleh and Tarafdar, 2014). So the integration of ICT tool into the cloud (EDI to 

WebEDI) has become the turning point. 

 

Faster and effective communication: As inferred from the interview of respondent 1, webEDI is 

playing the vital role after getting integrated to cloud which can improve communication and 

efficiency. To have a difference in the early stages, the information were transferred through the 

server, where it has restriction in sharing information within Valeo. The moment when the web 

service got into the picture information transferring started happening automatically without the 

interference of human by leaving the notification both the sides of stakeholders. The numbers of 

suppliers connected during the implementation of webEDI increased from 440 to 1650 (Valeo, 

2009b). Earlier, SNS and Blogs were used for company’s network building and distribution of 

notification. At the same time employees embraced desk landline and instant messenger for faster 

communication and collaboration internally. As Valeo (2009b) mentions, webEDI is associated 

with possible strategic situations that could counteract the negative image created to suppliers and 

other cutomers. Thus taking these points into consideration, webEDI tools could improve 

communication and allow smoother flows of information from the buyer to supplier. If the 

purchaser has more details about it, contact would be more accurate about what is going on with 

different business partners (Disney and Potter, 2004; Nair et al., 2009). From the interviews 

conducted, the integration of ICT tools with cloud created better operational process, as people 

can work with less work load from their own desks and have clear communication.  

 

Better accessibility to data: The benefits of this cloud integration, easy access via internet without 

installing and access from anywhere to have business continuity at the emergency times were 

emphasized (Magutu et al., 2010). In table 7. The respondents 1 told about the improving data 

accessibility to their employees after the implementation of webEDI along with database which 

allows them to get the visibility of process from anywhere to take right business decisions. In the 

emergency situation the data are very accessible to do any activities required at that time of 

business requirement. Better accessibility creditably improve the business with timely transaction 

outside organization. Thus ERP integration with cloud is mostly used for external business process, 

thus benefitting the purchasing department. 

 

Effective collaboration: The effective cloud technology integration has delivered the products 

and services end line customers and suppliers with great speed, efficiency and overall quality 

(Camara, Fuente and Marin, 2016). This leads to create better relationship with the suppliers and 

it benefits the firm. Here in this research, studies have found that the key substance common to the 
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main factors of business process such as information sharing, on time delivery, flow of materials, 

pre-forecasting and order tracking is the bond between supplier and organization that is 

substantially enriched by cloud integration which eventually improves business performance. The 

role of efficiency ameliorated the development in communication and collaboration which is to 

create long term relationship with partners that accrue the performance of the productivity 

(Pradabwong et al., 2015). Being part of the daily job with many different departments the main 

enabler of productivity has to work together to improve internal communication and its aim is to 

support external customers and stakeholders. But one might think VoIP is goin to have the same 

problems as regular phone calls. The information transferred through phone could not able to make 

agreements as evident. After integrating with webEDI it become high beneficial for the 

organization. And also help employees to work more effective (Mensah and Manak, 2015). But 

overall current webEDI tools are the first step in improving buyer-customer/ supplier 

collaboration. The collaboration systems must work internally and externally, in order to be 

implemented with external parties. The company should study on how it could exploit more with 

existing webEDI. One might also think that SNS is used to communicate internally with cross 

functional departments and other communication tools would have the same problems as emails, 

but SNS (Social Network Service) allows group and sub-group formation so that converstion can 

be more organized and SNS is less likely to be messy” as an email inbox. SNS can be used to 

develop e-communities to improve collaboration (Thames and Schaefer, 2016).  

 

IT cost reduced: The cost of IT is less comparatively with new installation of any software. If the 

organization wants to update the version, it takes hardly less time to do and it will get updates 

within the software without disturbing the data existing in it (Aljawazneh, 2017). As Valeo (2009b) 

says, the IT cost is reduced in terms of replacing the software at all times whenever the version 

update is required. After the cloud integration the cost of replacing was not so effective, it becomes 

the just updating cost. The flexibility of business practices on integration always enhance the 

communication and enable smoother information flow across networks (Wang et al., 2017). The 

ICT tools could enable a broader perspective to be formed on different issues and information 

could be obtained from sources that were not previously considered. This is how the influence of 

cloud integration with ICT tools, ERP and webEDI improves the business performance in supply 

chain process. Since the conventional key objectives for successful business management have 

been met by the ICT integration in cloud, the benefit undulate positively and henceforth contributes 

more to the peak of what the competitive market expects. 

 

4.3 Challenges in SCM through cloud integration 
 

The process to systematically integrate cloud in supply chain management offers the opportunity 

to understand the complexity of the interactions required by different actors in order to make 

possible a beneficial outcome for the company. The following section shows the research question 

2 and the answer based on the information collected in VALEO. 
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RQ2: What challenges occur in SCM through cloud integration? 
 

In this research, the challenges of cloud integrating made the realization of the fact that without 

the response to which would lead to declination of business, so the major challenges is considered 

as real factors. I have found the following list of challenges of cloud integration in this research as 

shown below: 
 

 IT security (Mell and Grance, 2011) 

 Confidentiality of data (Ageshin, 2001; Kelle and Akbulut, 2005) 

 Human errors (Suryateja, 2018; Prashant, 2014) 

 Data quality issue (ObaraMagutu et al., 2010; Biagi and Falk, 2017) 

 Error in flow of information (Merkuryev and Manak, 2015; Mell and Grance, 2011) 

 Building trust within and across organizations in the supply chain (Odunayo and Idoko, 

2018; Werff et al., 2014) 

 

IT security is related to the usage of the systems, and cyber security (Robinson et al., 2010). In 

this supply chain it is the aim of resolving the discrepancy in data flow between supplier and 

organization, the miscellaneous incongruity like insecurities with the data flow that lead to 

constraints in the organization which have been implicitly not to compromise with the accessibility 

of information thereby thriving a more benevolent aura in the market field that in turn highlights 

the better supplier-organization relationship. In Valeo, the data is shared from anywhere in this 

cloud integration as told by the respondents and gathered data tells the same. This may create the 

biggest fear to encounter the issues such as make data leaking easier, and that the tools would be 

more prone to hacking and malware using cloud. This study brought up some complementary 

additions to the literature review, which focuses mainly on outside security threats (Mell and 

Grance, 2011). This integration was deliberately distributing information outside the company, 

and not through accidental actions of human. 

 

Confidentiality is also a challenge, since not all information is meant to be shared and maintaining 

it would not be effortless. As ICT tools integration aim at increasing collaboration and 

communication, as opposed to confidential matter being shared to other stakeholders, and it might 

not know what can and what is allowed to do (Selvan, 2016). As per findings, Valeo is facing 

issues in sharing the confidential information with business partners in terms of building trustful 

business. Business relations are confidence based, and it is unlikely that partners will share 

knowledge unless they trsut the transaction partner (Kelle and Akbulut, 2005). But they are some 

errors caused by human which led in losing the competitive advantage on holding the trust between 

the supplier and buyers. If the confidential data or information not maintained effectively is going 

to affect our level of business development and its productivity. It is also said by Ageshin (2001), 

sharing knowledge is against human nature, as they might lose parts of their competitive 

advantage. In this study, confidentiality is an important deal in business process as it acts as one 

aspect of security that demands itself to rise in the face of development and productivity.    
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Human errors can be translated as quality and production loss in an organization. Starting from 

data exchange between departments to supplier and consumer, human errors take role in every 

possible circumstance. Its effect can be understood by considering for instance, in data exchange, 

it can lead to probable surges in the business process (Prashant, 2014). Valeo facing this error with 

newly hired employees who doesn’t exist completely into department activities. This human errors 

occurs without knowledge of the employees. In this research the errors are related to business 

process information like material details, price details, agreement details which are carefully 

maintained in the any organization. If any these leaked through human activities, this could affect 

the normal interpersonal relationship within organization and outside organization with business 

partners. Seen as miscellaneous but in fact the topic pose a very big challenge in relation to the 

cloud with ICT tools integration (Suryateja, 2018). In other words, human errors arise due to 

amateur activities, hence this has to be taken care otherwise it will contribute adversely to business 

development. 

  

Data quality issue occurs on maintaining the data in right format and file. The main outcome from 

the Valeo respondents 1 and 2 (Table.7) about the data quality issue was they worried about if the 

systems could provide too much data which cannot be processed properly, and is seen as an issue 

if the data produced by other stakeholders and the trustworthiness cannot be verified. There is an 

issue in data loss, risk in formatting, inaccurate timestamps and others are undercut data quality. 

The more data you have it is going to be harder to maintain the quality of the data (Magutu et al., 

2010). Then the challenges related to the nature of cloud web tools, anyone can create and add 

information and content to websites (Biagi and Falk, 2017). These are somewhat similar issues 

that one could associate with other internet using devices and tools. Thus, this study illustrates the 

need for data quality and this is suitable obstacle that needs to be met for more effective in cloud 

integration results. 

 

Error in flow of Information sharing to say “What is preventing stakeholders from sharing 

information to unwanted entities through e-mails and phone calls?” It is the reason if stakeholders 

refer to such factors as security risks. Most systems are already connected vai internet and 

transactions are carried out via email which means that they have the same data security problems 

as any other computer software  (Merkuryev and Manak, 2015). As per the respondents (Table.7), 

in Valeo during start of new ICT integration  of  cloud, company faces lot of interfacing problem 

in sending the data or information from one end to another which led to drop in productivity.  This 

error at the initial stage would be normal but if it leads to future it will impact the company 

business. There is situation where company should trust on their own employees in the company, 

and also to trust their partners that they are working towards mutual benefits. Companies should 

also have up-to-date anti-virus software even without new internet tools due to increasing 

international internet hacking (Mell and Grance, 2011). Businesses already have to rely on outside 

information, and that the information is correct. So crowd sourcing should also be seen as a 
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complementary process to current processes thereby its reflection to the current situation, the 

benefits of cloud integrating could overcome the challenges in supply chain process. So by trusting 

in employees, and proper education of the usage of new tools can reduce possible threats.  

 

Building trust within and across organizations is achieved when the business between the 

organizations is believed to be secured (Yao and Chiou, 2004). In Valeo, this kind of risks throws 

light on the security that subcategories itself into access, data integrity, data privacy, availability 

of data i.e. the required data to be retrieved from the cloud could be a problem if ambiguity sets in 

the location of the data, network load and data segregation which is not easily facilitated in cloud 

integration. These sub categories couples with the IT security that solely challenges the ICT in 

cloud integration with its own characteristics on board. Likewise, it directly influences business 

development and productivity which justifies its need to be obviated for betterment of result that 

is expected from the idea.    

 

4.4. Effects of combining webERP and webEDI in cloud integration 
 

This research focused on Cloud computing integration and its challenges during the process. 

  However, the idea of integrating the ERP and EDI into Cloud shall resolve the challenges faced 

by company like Valeo shown below in fig 5. 

 

 
Fig.5.Combination of webERP and webEDI business flow (Own) 

 

By interlinking EDI to ERP system eliminates the manual data entry, otherwise this have to 

perform to move the data between the two systems on saving money, time, maximum accuracy 

and making it so simple in handling partners. From here the webEDI messages either transferred 

from EDI monitor to directly ERP system. After analyzing the problems faced by VALEO, I did 

the research on the resolving the challenges faced in VALEO on their business process during 

usage of webEDI and Normal ERP. I came across the implementation of Cloud, which is 

integrating EDI and ERP together in the centralized area. The idea was to implement and integrate 

the webEDI and webERP in Cloud to make the process in one way, this process gives more 
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visibility to supply chain which assures the platform control the supply chain (Camara et al., 2016). 

With this idea, VALEO was able to able overcome their challenges as mentioned below in order 

to improve their business performance: 

 

 To maintain Effective customer supplier relationship, the company has come up with the 

new strategy that integrates all type of suppliers into their business through new technology 

which integrates the supplier to their ERP. However, they face problem in transferring data 

from one system to another system. 
 

 To improve the performance of business and maintain the level of competitive advantage in 

the market, company has introduced the WebEDI to link with Standardized ERP tool to 

reduce cost, time and dependability of the business process. *The strategy reduced the time 

but not the cost and dependability. This study teaches, how to gain the cost and be 

independent in business process 

 

These effects of cloud integration to improve the business performance in supply chain and reduce 

their challenges occurred. The benefits of this idea are listed below. More investment is not 

required for the implementation of the ICT integration. The supply chain system is becoming 

highly fragmented with data silos that make sharing information with stakeholders almost 

impossible (Hill et al, 2009). Businesses need software solutions that allow them to envision a 

product from raw materials to distribution to end customers at every point of their lifecycle, in real 

time. Management must be able to decide quickly to re-route shipments, locate containers, and 

collaborate with suppliers to meet customer demand. This integration will help the organization to 

improve the economic scale of service and allow them to be in the market strongly in order to be 

sustainable competitors. Using the Cloud implementation in the supply chain process the 

transformation has lifted this company to reach next generation of the technology (Yan et al., 

2014). The literature above notes that in the organization of successful implementation, ICT 

system have potential benefits. Cooperation or cooperative market scenario links consumers with 

an interconnected network of suppliers of raw mateials. Despite processes that are only used for 

intra company value chain consideration, collaborative business processes or e-business tend to 

integrate all steps that give value for the customer througout the supply chain (Jain et al., 2010). 

The process can be explored from different perspectives including the conceptual planning of 

collaborative business processes, the underlying integration, modeling and verification technology 

and flexibility (Kelle and Akbulut, 2005).  

 

4.5 Additional quotes and categories used in the study 

 

In the below table 7, provides the Valeo employee’s responses to the question on what the 

influences does ICT tool have on their company. From the listed responses, the effective 

parameters of the company‘s performance, few namely effectiveness, accessibility, optimization 
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etc. and their significance are tabulated as ‘Categories’. Further, the category specific as in defining 

the overview of the category is included under the column ‘Aggregated Categories’: 
 

RQ1: How ICT integration in cloud is influencing the organization to improve the business performance in 

supply chain? 

Additional illustrative quotes Categories Aggregated 

categories 

Ismael Nadem (Respondent 1) 
VALEO “Information sharing is through the system is 

more complicated and archiving the data from the system 

is takes more time. On considering time as main factor, 

we are looking forward on improving the technology of 

the company” 

“Most of the problem occurs due to information sharing 

on time flow of material from the organization to supplier 

or supplier to organization which become inefficiency in 

terms of building relationship and improving the business 

performance” and “Accessibility of the system is very 

poor because we use the server as storage system this is 

been very critical for us to bounce back and run the same 

operation with the suppliers. This reduces the trust and 

commitments with key suppliers which is also affecting 

the business process. We have to understand the needs of 

the company and hold the key suppliers by regular 

interaction”. 
 

Vishnu Prasad (Respondent 2) 
Cross functional is more essential for any manufacturing 

organization globally. The success of the organization 

would come from outbound results. Now a day’s data 

required more amount of storage. The transacting the data 

through web EDI is very efficient. After the cloud 

interaction, the storage also becoming more reliable for 

the business. It is improving the accessibility for anyone 

to work from anywhere. Not affecting the flow of 

business at any time. Supporting data to be more feasible 

at any distance. Business could deliver in high level of 

performance by raising their bar in chart comparatively” 

Efficient in being productive 

enough to support the business. 
 

Accessible anywhere to maintain 

the continuity of business. 
 

Flexibility in adopting the 

technology with the market and 

interfacing the new tool to work 

rapidly. 

 

Optimizing the business by 

reducing the error facing through 

the process in supply chain. 
 

Efficient data sharing would help 

the organization to push the 

performance bar high in KPIs.  
 

Monitoring the process will help 

to take right decisions in the 

organization at right time. 
 

Collaboration and performance 

level of business process increase 

side by side when you interact 

with the suppliers without giving 

gaps in their business dealings.  
 

Effective communication would 

create the loyalty and trust 

between organization and 

suppliers 

Improvement of 

supply chain 

business 

performance by 

using the 

integrated ICT 

tools. 

 

Table 7.RQ1 Respondents illustrative quotes 
 

The table below 8. provides the records of the challenges faced by the organization employing ICT 

tool integration into the cloud. Further from the responses, the significant points direct to the 

questions are refined out.  

 

These points are again narrowed down to the main effect of the tool on organization under 

aggregated categories: 
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RQ2: What are the challenges occur in SCM through cloud integration? 

Additional illustrative quotes Categories Aggregated 

categories 

Ismael Nadem (Respondent 1):“Integrating the cloud with the 

process is going to be complex. The suppliers are not very familiar 

with the technology and they are not ready to investment. It 

depends on the volume of business they do with us. The integration 

will cost more for them. Forcing them would lead us to lose them 

in our business. This may affect the revenue of the organization. 

Security is also a problem in order to secure the data which are 

confidential. There should be flexible in using the technology by 

providing high level of security for internal data sharing. WebEDI 

and cloud is used for data storage and increase the accessibility.  

There are very amount data is transferred but there is no security 

on monitoring the flow of information. Moreover the information 

is confidential when it goes out to particular supplier in order to 

protect the price information of the material which has been 

quoted. Centralization Hub is required for the monitoring in the 

flow of information and be engaged with the suppliers and 

customers anytime. More flexibility and optimization can be 

determined only we investigate more about the usage of this 

technology change”  

 

Vishnu Prasad (Respondent 2): Earlier the technology used in the 

supply chain were consuming more time in data sharing. There 

was not on time information shared to suppliers or customers. Now 

in the market the technology play an important role in many way 

to optimize the business for any industry. For us the supply chain 

is the heart of our business. The flow of material from the start to 

end depends on the flow of information carried out through the end 

to end process. The flow of information through the server have 

failed in our case and dropped the performance level bit down and 

affected our ROI in sales. We decided the WebEDI would help us 

to reduce the workload for the employees who are accountable for 

it. Then there was integration carried out between the ICT tools. 

We use ERP tool for the business process between the suppliers. 

ERP tool is integrated with the webEDI for transferring the data 

from one end to another automatically. Now we do face slowness 

of transacting the data from one system to another. The major issue 

was storage of data in the server. The data picked from server get 

slow either the transmitting server take time to send the data from 

its system. There is interfacing problem occurring often. We 

though integrating the entire ICT tool would help us to go ahead 

in our business but that is not true. Interfacing right technology 

would only help to transfer the data at our required time. So 

organization tries to accommodate the cloud computing more into 

our system to improve the flow the information and collaboration 

of the suppliers in the effective way. Clouds also have some 

insecure process which may breach any data at any time. 

Implementation of any tool would take less time in cloud 

computing but third party influences would be the threat for us” 

There is not centralization in the system, it finds very hard to 

rectify the errors and find the root cause of the error. 

Efficient in being 

productive enough to 

support the business. 

 

Accessible anywhere 

without stopping the 

business transaction 

 

Flexibility in adopting the 

technology and 

interfacing the tool to 

work more rapidly. 

 

Optimizing the business 

by reducing the error 

facing through the 

process in supply chain. 

 

Collaboration leads to 

develop the relationship 

with the suppliers and 

customers. 

 

Transaction accuracy 

would lead to successful 

business and lead to be 

always more competitive 

in the market. 

 

Security of the data is 

more important in term of 

protecting them from 

third party system. 

 

Time consumption in 

information sharing is 

more important to 

improve the performance 

of any activity 

 

Centralization of the 

system it helps to stay 

everyone in one page in 

terms of reducing the 

misunderstanding level of 

the business. 

The challenges 

faced in cloud 

integration 

practically 

 

Table 8.RQ2 Respondents illustrative quotes 
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5. Conclusions & Discussion 

 

The study is all about the ICT integration influence and challenges faced in the supply chain 

process. The research has been taken forward from knowledge inferred from the literature review 

through the case study to the pros and cons that are concomitant with the idea of the interest. The 

literature motivates the new idea on improving the business process based on saving cost and time 

with more efficiency than the present (Ageshin, 2001). The inherent links that confounded the 

possibility of the idea has been rectified by the case study that surfaces the responses of the 

employees of the Valeo that function in the same platform as that which holds good for in-cloud 

integration of ICT. The interview with the employee of Valeo answered to the questions on the 

challenges and influences of ICT integration in cloud. This provided a clear-cut understanding in 

the challenges that has to be met in future for further improvisation. From the data gathered from 

literature survey and case study, it has been identified that only some inferences overlap, notably 

how the interpersonal relationship between employees of valeo and and suppliers has ameliorated 

and the others mentioned under findings section. This concludes that the germane idea is in line 

with the objective of the thesis. 

 

However, organization issues may prevail and in order to solve them, this research looked forward 

on advance technology that can resolve this problem and help to improve the business process. 

This has become evident for the case study that has gone using different technological tools to 

support the processes over decades as explained in research section to enrich the findings in a 

better understanding way. The concept of integrated SCM helps companies like Valeo to compete 

in the market. The importance of long-term relationship has been enlightened in this work in terms 

of co-ordination, co-operation and integration. This integration will not only improve profitability 

for the manufacturer but also for external business partners (Yusuf et al., 2004). The ICT 

integration in cloud occurs between the tools such as ERP tool, WebEDI, data storage used for 

business process and other platform of suppliers.  

 

With emergence of technology, development of new software is to handle different organizational 

levels in the supply chain management and one among these innovations is ERP integration, which 

is commonly used. Due to the complexity of its members, the non-involvement of technology has 

brought complex supply chain situations in business process. This makes interaction complex with 

business partners (Nooteboom, 1999). The cost is an important part of supply chain and therefore 

it is very imporatnat to play down with cost. The impact of integration of ICT tools is always the 

result of case study and interview. Companies report performance growth in several areas as result 

of the implementation of ICT tools. The Impact of ICT tool implementation always branch out 

into  
 

 Increase information flow across sub units, standardization and integration facilities 

communication and better co-ordination. 

 Enabling administration activities to be centralized. 
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 Reduce the cost of maintaining the information system and increase the ability to deploy 

new technologies. 

 System incorporation would help the company shift from inefficient business process into 

action process (Kollberg and Dreyer, 2006) 
 

 

The study also answers to the question how a digitalized supply chain use ICT tools to connect the 

chain between organization and business partner. The key factors that contribute more to the flow 

of business between buyer and supplier, accessibility ,scalability, management of storage record, 

time consumption, interpersonal relationship and data security, have all been improved in the 

suggested technology. In this research, the literatures are the main factors to gain knowledge in 

ICT tool integration in cloud and their applicability in business process. These thoughts reach us 

to achieve the manufacturing sector by studying the difficulties to draw out the rising answers for 

the innovation that is talked about in detail. Since there is always cons accompanied by pros, the 

challenges faced by the ICT tools, notably data quality issue, security and confidentiality , human 

errors and error in information flow , as already elaborated under RQ2, the update of platform in 

the subsequent course of period will be both economical and aims at rectifying the issues reported 

by the user. This again marks the technology as advantageous over the challenges concurred. 

 

In addition, to sustain the local key suppliers in the business this ICT tool integration with cloud 

made the organization to rethink on win-to-win concept to develop the strong relationship in the 

business. Many organizations here in the market invest more money in new technologies without 

considering local key suppliers like creating the new website for doing ebusiness. Here this cloud 

integration would help such local key suppliers to connect company’s system without any 

investment. Hence, this integration of ICT tools into the cloud would increase possibilities for new 

business opportunities in the way researchers think to proceed further on their needs. 

  

To support the above discussion, it was observed that the future supply chain management 

structures must completely change as is evident from the technical drift. The interviewees had idea 

about what the future is going to bring to supply chain. Companies and devices can generate more 

information and increase the amount of shared data. Data processing wil become more important 

and vital will be cloud based services Everyone shared the view that digitalization will increase in 

the future and system like IOT and big data will become more important in future. Ultimately, the 

interviews see that cooperation will grow in the near future with suppliers and other stakeholders. 

Therefore, SCM’s future is focused on processes rather than structures in way. Perhaps the most 

effective systems, EDI is largely in use in ICT frameworks such as ERP, and it is hard to see what 

might be a substitute for that. There are no bid ‘game changer’’ systems in sight, but internet 

enabled apps make their way to buy. As the internet becomes more important and devices 

connected to the internet are even more important, IOT and big data are more IoT and Big Data 

will be more vital and related to manufacturing companies. While IOT and Big data would not be 

used explicity by the business process itself, sole other features that will affect the way business is 

going to operate would probably be used.  
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Only few interviewees have ever heard of industry 4.0, so it is unlikely to have significant impacts 

on the sector in the near future. The most obvious aspects, however are that the amount of data 

will increase and the business needs the right tool to support data exchange. If implementation of 

cloud computing is the right system, it is hard to say for work, but there is plenty of scope to 

incorporate cloud computing and the importance of effective communication devices cannot be 

underestimated. However, the interviewers still thought that these common methods could not be 

completely replaced. For example, Respondent 1 said that “New systems may improve 

collaboration, but does not replace face-to-face meetings” and Respondent 2 said, “Systems can 

be “cold”, the human contact disappears quickly”. This means that although the systems may be 

as good as they are people still need live interactions and social interaction to be able to trust each 

other and understand each other entirely. Another counter-argument for the increasing 

digitalization, said by respondent 1, was these systems. “They are just tools; they do not do the 

work for you”. This is true, because while purchasing can be automated, buying professionals and 

staff will still be expected to handle more orders that are complex. In addition, for now at the end 

of the day, it is always a person making the decisions. 

 

5.1 Future research  
 

This study was carried out as case study of single company. This implies that the results can be 

applied explicity to other typical markets or companies; it offers a view of a company in the 

manufacturing sector that correspondent to this research. I have considered the informants 

knowledgeable in the specific aspects of my research questions and I used different sources of 

information to understand better the situation in the company. The interviewees were chosen freely 

and it was possible to use triangulation to clarify aspects that were not explicit in the interviews. 

The phenomenon of cloud computing has spread all over the world according to the interviews 

and academic literature especially in the use of business in purchasing and SCM (Saunders et al., 

2009b). Cloud computing is not a new invention, and new technologies are already emerging, so 

it could be that companies will not pursue for these technologies in a large scale (Sarkis and Talluri, 

2004). So the nature of this study is somewhat exploratory, and there is some “hard evidence” 

available to support arguments. The next step would be to repeat this study on a larger scale after 

a few years, and studying different companies and industries would be interesting to see if the 

practices differ. This would show whether different businesses have different practices in internal 

and external buyer-stakeholder communication and collaboration. Studying the same, company 

would show if there have been any developments in communication and collaboration systems. 

After a few years, it would also be more clear what new systems and practices the future would 

bring to purchasing and SCM. 
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7. Appendice 
 

7.1 Appendix 1 
 

7.1.1 Interview Questionnaire for Respondents  

1. Ismael Nadeem (Senior Project Manager, VALEO) 

2. Vishnu Prasad  (Senior Project lead, VALEO) 

7.1.2 Interview Questions 

1. How long you were working with this supply chain? 

2. What are the roles and responsibilities you are looking after in this company? 

3. What are the major challenges faced in the supply chain management in your company? 

4. How do you see the supply chain transformation to digital from your experience? 

5. What is the hardest part in supply chain activities in this company?  

6. How many suppliers are handled in your company? What all the difficulties you have in 

business process while dealing suppliers? 

7. What is mode of communication flow between buyer and supplier? 

8. When did you change the process from paper based method to EDI system? 

9. What do you think about the Cloud computing with business process? 

10. How effective do you feel the change has given for the business process? 

11. What all the changes company made further to improvised the process of document 

transactions between suppliers and buyers in ICT tool? 

12. Where the supplier transactions does are maintained and in which system it is stored? 

13. Which software currently is in use for the buy and selling process in the company? (Inbuilt 

software or Standard software like SAP, Baan etc) 

14. How materials are tracked in the system for the delivery from the suppliers? 

(ERP/Mail/External Website) 

15. What are the benefits you have in handling the suppliers through the software you use? 

16. What are the challenges you are facing currently in your company in order to fill the gaps in 

building the relationships with suppliers? 

17. What do you think about the Information and communication technology (ICT) Concept 

integration? 

18. What is your opinion on the integration of ICT concept in the Cloud? (procurement to  

eprocurement) 

19. How do you compare EDI and WebEDI? Same like how do you compare Desktop ERP to 

WebERP? 

20. How do you think integration of WebEDI and WebERP in the Cloud will help to overcome 

the challenges you face now? 

21. What is your opinion on integrating both WebEDI and WebERP in the Cloud for improving 

business process? how is that going to be effective in your company if you implement? 

22. To overcome these challenges what is the future proposal you have in your hand for the 

company? 
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